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Ericsson's new WAP-phone R320 is based on the new platform introduced with the T28. It is almost as slim as the T28 and weighs less 
than 100 grams. The new phone comes in two versions, one with Latin text R320s, and one with a complete Chinese interface. 

Ericsson presents 
third WAP-product 
Ericsson has unveiled its third WAP-product, the WAP-phone R320, thereby strengthening 

its position as a leader in the WAP product field. Last week in Hong Kong, a new world-

phone, the T28 WORLD, and a completely new communications tool called the Chatboard 

were also revealed. 5 

Stockholm 24/9 
Ericsson 
B share, 

259.00 

Coordination 
in resources 
Some time ago, the new Ericsson 
Shared Services company began 
operations in Hallonbergen in 
Stockholm. The company will man
age the administration of several 
Ericsson companies, including 
financial routines and purchasing. 
By coordinating resources, it will be 
possible to make these tasks more 
efficient and less expensive. 
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Kurt Hellström 
on the net 
Ericsson President Kurt Hellström 
has been visiting several parts of the 
company to introduce himself and 
his vision of Ericsson. Read the 
replies to the questions that have 
been asked on the net. These in
clude responses about the London 
office, confidence in Ericsson and 
how Ericsson intends to invest in 
research and development. 4 

Conversion 
possible 
From November 19, it will be possi
ble to convert the employee convert
ible debentures issued in autumn 
1997. Contact explains the terms and 
conditions and what you should do. 
For those of you who prefer to wait, 
it is possible to retain the debentures 
until spring 2003. 6 

Saraide.com 
for data services 
Packeting news services from the 
web and making them usable for 
portable terminals is the speciality 
of SaraTde.com. Contact calls on the 
company, in which Ericsson has 
been part-owner since the summer. 

11 

S P O N S O R S H I P 

Ericsson is visible in many contexts. 
Contact provides an overview. 17 

M E E T I N G B I N G O 

Contact's bingo card does away with 
boring meetings. 24 

THE PUBLICATION FOR ERICSSON EMPLOYEES ALL OVER THE WORLD ERICSSON $ 
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Challenging autumn ahead 
"Ericsson must always focus on the cus
tomer and develop at the same pace as 
the market. If the market changes, then 
Ericsson must change with it. This may 
mean new assignments for individual 
employees when Ericsson decides to 
terminate certain operations or to 
expand them," says Mats Dahlin, head 
of the Network Operators and Service 
Providers business segment. 

The market is moving fast at the moment. 
There are now more than 200 million GSM 
users, Ericsson is making inroads with CDMA, 
Wireline Systems is progressing well and inten
sive efforts are being made on GPRS and 3G. 

During the past 15 years, developments in 
mobile communications have brought major 
changes for all of Ericsson. 

"Now that the traditional telecom world is 
converging with the fast-moving data world, 
we are on the threshold of even larger and 
faster changes. There is very intense competi
tion and the companies which are best and 
fastest at adapting to new realities will be 
among the winners. That is why it is important 
for us to accelerate the global restructuring 
program which is now being implemented in 
the Network Operators and Service Providers 
business segment." 

Important issues 

Growth? Profitability? Strategically important? 
These are three questions which Ericsson must 
always ask in relation to services and products. 

"If the answer to any of these questions is not 
a clear yes, then we shouldn't go on developing 
that service or product." 

It is all about understanding how the market 
is developing and listening to both end-users 
and direct customers. 

"We are faced with continued changes in
cluding closures, sales, and the outsourcing of 
certain operations. This means changes in 
work assignments for many people. Although 
much remains to be done, some measures have 
already been taken. The divestment of the Vis
by plant on Gotland, Sweden, to Flextronics is 
one example of a solution that has been suc
cessful for the employees, Ericsson and the lo
cal community," says Mats Dahlin. 

The Wireline Systems business unit is under
going major changes. Although there are many 
indications that we are on the right track, there 
are several units where the number of employ
ees will be reduced when certain aspects of 
work disappear or are altered. 

"But we must not forget that the large and 
significant order from the British company BT, 
which was received at the beginning of the 
year, is a sign that the business unit also has 
products which are important for Ericsson's 
future," notes Mats Dahlin. 

Pilot project shows the way 

Other parts of our restructuring efforts are fo
cusing on increased efficiency and shorter lead 
times. By changing its work methods, Ericsson 
can go far - this has been shown by the pilot 
project in the framework for TTC Global being 

contact 
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"The objective of the restructuring program is to manage it in as positive a manner as possible and to try to find suitable alternatives for 
all those affected," says Mats Dahlin, head of the Network Operators and Service Providers business segment Photo: Per Myrehed 

carried out in Germany, where deliveries of 
base stations are now being made faster and 
less expensively than previously. The cus
tomers are also satisfied because it makes their 
work easier, too. 

"Service is another area that is being re
viewed. We have sales of more than SEK 20 bil
lion every year for services. By understanding 
the customers' business situations and work
ing with them as a partner, we are able to offer 
them good service which they are also pre
pared to pay for. 

"The restructuring program is being imple
mented to allow us to keep the competition at 
bay and to maintain our leading position. 

"The changes have influenced and will con
tinue to influence many of our employees, 
both in Sweden and abroad. 

"Our objective is, of course, to manage this 
in as positive a manner as possible and to try to 
find suitable alternatives for all those affected. 

Progressing 

"I also believe that we have a good basis for 
our work. Many aspects are progressing well 
and, within the area of technology and in 
markets, the developments for our opera
tions are positive. Mobile Systems is develop
ing particularly well. During the first six 
months of the year, we had growth of 43 per
cent, which is clearly better than that of our 
competitors. But it doesn't mean that we can 
relax our pace or allow quality to deteriorate. 
This is shown by AT&T's decision to employ 
one additional supplier for its mobile sys
tem." 
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For the next-generation mobile system, 3G, 
Ericsson has entered an intensive phase and 
there is plenty of work to be done on many im
portant WCDMA tenders. 

"We are in a very favorable position prior to 
the enormous negotiating effort we have ahead 
of us." 

Regarding GPRS, which is the operators' 
first major step towards 3G, Ericsson has now 
entered a crucial phase involving many trans
actions. 

"We now have to move forward and make 
the most of the conditions we have. The au
tumn is going to be tough and exciting for all of 
us," Mats Dahlin concludes. 

Gunilla Tamm 
gunilla.tamm@lme. ericsson.se 

DID YOU KNOW THAT... 

slightly more than 75 percent of Ericsson 
emloyees are located in ten countries. 

Countries with most emloyees 

1 Sweden in 1998 

2 U.S. 

3ltaly_ 

4 U.K. J -
5 China 

6 Spain 

7 Brazil 

8 Netherlands 

9 Mexico 

10 Australia 
btal of 103,700 employees 
in more than 100 countries. 
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Anders Igel 

• " • • IN BRIEF 

Anders Igel new 
CEO of Esselte 
>• Anders Igel, former president of the 
Ericsson business area previously 
known as Infocom Systems, has been 
appointed President and CEO of Es
selte. Since leaving Ericsson last spring, 
Anders Igel has 
worked as a man
agement consul
tant, and also re
ceived several offers 
from companies 
outside Sweden. He 
is also a member of 
the Board of Direc
tors of the company 
to be established as 
soon as the result of the merger of the 
Swedish company Telia and Norwegian 
Telenor. 

IT-services in cars 
- a new market 
>• Ericsson Mobile Communications has 
entered a strategic alliance with Mannes-
mann VDO of Germany to develop IT-
services for cars, a market that is expect
ed to offer very strong growth potential. 

As early as the year 2003, according to 
current forecasts, more than 10 million 
telephone modules will be installed in 
cars in the U.S. and in EU countries. 

The market for IT-services in privately 
owned cars will include different com
munications and information systems. 

This includes Bluetooth, for example, a 
wireless local network for transmission of 
data between different electronic units. 

Another product is the WAP protocol, 
which supports rapid downloads of In
ternet information to simple mobile 
telephones equipped with small display 
screens. 

Ericsson's expertise in mobile com
munications, combined with Mannes-
mann VDO's position of world leader
ship in integrated information systems 
for cars, provides excellent potential to 
establish a strong position in this grow
ing market. 

Ericsson recently entered a similar 
partnership agreement with Scania of 
Sweden for integrated IT-solutions in 
trucks. 

Spain launches 
new IP network 
>• Residents of Spain can now send and 
receive e-mail via the country's first IP-
network with nationwide coverage. 
Interoute Telecomunicaciönes SA, 
a Spanish operator, recently installed 
Ericsson's IPT 1.6 system. The network 
was ready for launch in mid-September. 

"Successful cooperation between 
Ericsson and Interoute paved the way for 
rapid implementation of the network," 
says Staffan Lindholm, of Ericsson Data-
corn Networks and IP Services. 

The core network covers eight 
provinces in Spain, including the cities 
of Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Bilbao, 
Malaga and Cadiz. 

South African order 
includes Gripen aircraft 
On September 15, the South 
African Government anno
unced a package of orders 
and options for 28 Gripen 
combat aircraft from Saab-
British Aerospace and 24 
Hawk training aircraft from 
British Aerospace. 

"This is confirmation that Gripen 
is internationally competitive. 
Seen from Ericsson Microwave's 
perspective, it is first and fore
most confirmation of the excel
lent job the employees have done 
for our Swedish customer - work 
often carried out quietly, but 
which definitely deserves to be 
emphasized now," says Lars Kar
len, head of the Airborne Radar 
Systems Division. 

The purchase comprises a defi
nite order for nine two-seat and an 
option on 19 single-seat Gripen 
aircraft for the South African Air 
Force. The South African version 
of Gripen will be equipped for 
mid-air refueling and its equip
ment will be provided by compa
nies that include Grintrek Avitron-
ics and Denel Aviation in South 
Africa. In addition, there is also an 
order for twelve two-seat Hawk 

100s from British Aerospace and 
an option on a further twelve. 

The South African order has ad
ditional benefits for Ericsson 
Microwave other than the financial 
earnings generated as a direct 
result of the exported radar system. 

"An export order like this 
strengthens us in our role as a 
radar supplier and this applies to 

Swedish and international defense 
forces. It also makes it easier for 
our Swedish customer to invest in 
future upgrades to the next genera
tion of radar systems," Lars Karlen 
continues. 

British Aerospace and Saab have 
also made a joint offset commit
ment to the South African Govern
ment, which involves industrial co-

Saab-British 
Aerospace has 
received a large 
order from the 
Government of 
South Africa for 
28 Gripen jet 
fighters and 24 
Hawk training 
aircraft 

operation with both the defense 
industry and other non-defense-
related industries. The aim is to 
generate long-term growth in the 
South African economy in the 
form of increased domestic sales, 
larger amounts of exports and in
vestments. 

Britt-Marie Wihdén 

Kurt Hellström answers questions 
Kurt Hellström, Ericsson's 
President will conduct a 
series of meetings during the 
autumn with management 
personnel in all parts of the 
company. The meetings are 
intended to review the most 
serious challenges now fac
ing Ericsson and provide 
answers to questions from 
participants. 

The series of meetings started on 
September 8, when Kurt Hellström 
addressed more than 1,000 man
agement representatives. Key items 
on the agenda included a review of 
the six-month report and a presen
tation of major challenges now fac
ing Ericsson. Continued imple
mentation of the company's re
structuring program, strong cus
tomer relations and the need to de
velop and launch new products 
more quickly are some of the com
pany's most important issues at 
this time. A large part of the time 
allocated for the meetings is in
tended for questions and answers. 
Several Q&As are focused on the 
comprehensive structural changes 

that were introduced in the begin
ning of 1999. 

More clearly defined roles 

In his replies to questions from 
Ericsson employees, Kurt Hell
ström emphasizes the need for 
more clearly defined areas of re
sponsibility in descriptions of how 
business units and product units 
should work together. 

Another question concerned the 
new London office and how it 
might affect Ericsson's structure in 
Sweden. 

"The head office will not be 
moved to London, although man
agement personnel in charge of 
several corporate functions will 
work in both London and Stock
holm. The new arrangement will 
not have any major effects on the 
Swedish organization," Kurt Hell
ström replied. 

Concentrate and coordinate 

Responding to certain questions 
concerning Ericsson's research and 
development activities, Kurt Hell
ström emphasized that strong ef
forts are being made to concentrate 

ERICSSON 5 

Postcards have been distributed encouraging employees to put 
questions to Kurt Hellström. 

and coordinate R&D resources. 
Capital expenditure for research 
and development will be allocated 
at the same level as before, corre
sponding to about 15 percent of 
sales. 

"Expertise is the key here, and 
it's essential that we work in closer 
cooperation with other market 
players. We should not try to devel
op everything all by ourselves," 
Kurt Hellström explains. 

Ericsson's strategy in the data-

corn sector is to operate as a suppli
er of complete systems. 

"We work with IP, voice via IP 
and other datacom solutions. We 
should serve as a supplier of com
plete datacom solutions," Kurt 
Hellström declares. 

Nils Sundström 
nils.sundstrom@lme.ericsson.se 

® http://inside.ericsson.se/ 
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Chat board attracts young people 
Ericsson has globally unveiled 
a communications tool called 
the Chatboard. In addition the 
company has also unveiled 
a new WAP-phone, R320, 
and the mobile phone T28 
WORLD. The three new con
sumer products were shown 
at events in Hong Kong and at 
the PCS Trade Show in New 
Orleans last week. 

With the new Chatboard a com
pletely new communications tool is 
born. The Chatboard is a snap-on 
keyboard, which together with a 
mobile phone makes rapid messag
ing over SMS and e-mail possible, as 
well as editing a personal site on the 
Internet. An Internet community 
goes with the Chatboard. It is the 
first product of its kind on the mar
ket. The product will be available 
from first week of October, in select
ed markets, for less than the price of 
two CDs. 

The new WAP-phone, R320, is 
Ericsson's third WAP-product. The 
R320 is only 15 mm thick, weighs 
less than 100 grams and has a large 
display and a calendar. 

The inbuilt WAP-browser allows 

^ H Ä J 
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the user to access information from 
specially formated WAP-pages on 
the Internet. The WAP micro-

THE NEW PRODUCTS 

The Chatboard is 
a snap-on keyboard, 
which together with 
a mobile phone 
makes rapid 
messaging over SMS 
and e-mail possible, 
as well as editing a 
personal site on the 
Internet 

browser is especially developed for 
mobile use and is the main world
wide industry standard for provid

ing Internet communications and 
advanced services on digital mobile 
phones and other wireless termi
nals. 

The third new product is the T28 
WORLD for the GSM 900 and 
GSM 1900 bands. It offers the op
portunity to use the phone in Eu
rope, Asia/Pacific and the Ameri
cas. It is the world's smallest world 
phone and covers 120 countries in 
five continents. 

Mia Widell Örn u ng 
mia.widell@lme.ericsson.se 

The Chatboard: 
• Offers rapid SMS and e-mail services, possibilities to 

edit own site on the Internet. 
• Access to the Chatboard Community. 
• Possible to send text, sound and pictures. 
• Available in selected markets starting the first week 

of October. 

R320 
• Dual band GSM 900/1800, 15 mm thick, weighs 

less than 100 grams. 
• 3 volt platform and lithium polymer batteries. 
• Two versions R320s and R320sc with complete 

Chinese interface. 
• In-built infrared modem, RS232 cable modem. 

• Calendar, voice dialling/answering, games, vibra
tion call alert. 

• Intelligent accessories. 
• Available Q1, 2000. 

T28 WORLD 
• GSM 900/1900. 
• Measuring 2.5x 1.3x0.4 inches. Weight: just 83 grams. 
• Active flip, voice answering/dialling, vibrating alert, 

automatic time zone update, world clock, alarm, 
calculator and stopwatch etc. 

• Comes with Global Travel Charger that allows you to 
charge your phone wherever you are in the world. 

• 3 volt platform, Phone Book with 99 names. 
• Intelligent accessories. 

Waiting for T28 
Demand for Ericsson's T28 is very strong 
right now. The new telephone has met 
overall market and media approval, but 
Ericsson has not been able to deliver as 
many telephones as retailers are 
requesting. 

"This is nothing new. The same phenomenon 
occurs every time a new telephone is launched. 
Our competitors have the same problem," says 
Jan Ahrenbring, head of marketing at the Con
sumer Products business segment. 

Media attention 

When the new T28 model was introduced in 
the early autumn, Ericsson expected some dif
ficulty in providing adequate supplies to meet 
market demand. Shortages of new products oc
cur all the time, posing a problem for Ericsson 
and its competitors, particularly when the 
product is received as favorably as the T28, 
which has also generated widespread media at
tention. 

"In order to supply all retailers with the vol
umes they want, we would have to manufacture 
and stock about one million telephones. And 

that's impossible in view of the prohibitive costs 
involved," Jan Ahrenbring continues. 

The launch of Ericsson's T28 is a monumental 
undertaking. The new model is being intro
duced simultaneously in more than 100 coun
tries, and every country has an average of 7,000 
retail sales outlets. The situation is complicated 
even more by the market launch of Ericsson's 
new T10 at the same time, which has also neces
sitates adjustments in production at several 
plants. 

The transition from old to new products al
ways requires a certain amount of time, but, as 
announced earlier, production will be accelerat
ed to full-scale operations later in the autumn. 

Strong growth 

The market for mobile telephones today is char
acterized by extremely strong growth. At the be
ginning of this year, sales in 1999 were projected 
at about 220 million telephones. The forecast has 
been revised several times during the year, and 
global projections now point toward sales of 
more than 250 telephones in 1999. 

Mia Widell Örnung 

Aliens from the world of commercial films 
visited Swedish retailers to help welcome the 
arrival of Ericsson's new T28 recently. 

Photo: Lars Åström 

Network fair features broadband in homes 
After maintaining a relatively low profile 
in the heated Swedish debate surround
ing broadband in private homes, Erics
son's sales organization in Sweden took 
part in discussions on the subject during 
Networks Telecom 1999, a major exhibi
tion held recently in Stockholm. 

"Broadband has been a hot topic. But what it 
actually involves is a number of different solu
tions that will provide this type of service. Solu
tions that Ericsson already has," says Karl 
Thedeen, product marketing manager of access 
and datacom products at Ericsson Sweden. 

Ericsson has a large number of different tech
nologies and solutions that offer links with data 
transmission speeds in excess of two megabits 
per second. They include wireless access, for ex
ample, such as the so-called LMDS technique, 
and access via cable or fiber. Ericsson also has 

products for mainframe networks that enable 
the new high-speed services. 

"The debate is good for Sweden, since it might 
mean that Sweden will become one of the 
world's leading nations in this sector. It's impor
tant Sweden's ability to compete," says Karl 
Thedeen. 

Several solutions 

The debate at Networks Telecom 1999, which in
cluded representatives of Lucent, StjarnTV, Cy-
gate and Birka Energi, confirmed once again the 
highly divided differences of opinion over which 
type of broadband will assume market domi
nance. An audience poll confirmed the popular
ity of access solutions based on so-called xDSL 
and cable modem, but several members of the 
panel debate maintained there will probably be a 
wide variety of solutions for broadband access. 

Ericsson Sweden's exhibition stand also 

focused strongly on broadband access. Among 
other products and systems, Ribbonet was 
prominently displayed, a solution from Ericsson 
Cables that will provide tenant-owner associa
tions with high-speed fiber links. E-Box, Erics
son's intelligent telephone jack, also attracted 
widespread attention. 

Curiosity 

"We had four or five lines of people waiting to see 
demonstrations," said one member of Ericsson's 
exhibition staff. Most people asked questions 
such as "when will I have this in my home" and 
"how much will it cost." The general public also 
likes the concept of an open standard, since it 
will make it easier for third-party development 
companies to produce new services, an option 
that is hardly available today. 

Mia Widell Örnung 

IHELLO THEREI 

Swen 
Nilsson 
... plant manager in Kumla, Swe
den where several of Ericsson's 
latest telephone models are pro
duced. Market demand is enor
mous, especially for the new T28, 
but other models also have to be 
produced quickly. 

>• How are things going with the new 
telephones? 
"We're working under extreme pressure 
right now. In addition to the T28, we al
so produce the T10, which is now 
rolling off the line, and certain quanti
ties of the A1018. The Tl 8 model, which 
was launched before the summer, still 
requires continuous increases in pro
duction numbers. It's a huge project. In 
the beginning, we assumed full respon
sibility for the new products, but pro
duction is now being increased gradual
ly at other plants, in Linköping, Sweden 
for example, and in Asia." 

>• What have you done to handle the 
pressure? 
"Since the beginning of the summer, we 
have hired about 500 extra employees to 
work in the production plant. Many 
were hired for limited periods of em
ployment that covered a few months; 
others were brought in under contract 
agreements with recruiting companies 
and other companies in the area with 
lighter workloads. We will also need ad
ditional personnel during the next few 
months. 

>• Why don't you hire permanent em
ployees instead? 
"We can't do that, since this is a tempo
rary increase in production. It simply 
wouldn't be right, knowing the pressure 
will begin to lighten after the new year. 
The increase is not only attributable to 
the introduction of new products -
things are always a little more hectic 
during the fourth quarter, which is tra
ditionally a peak sales period. We have 
agreements with our trade union orga
nizations to hire temporary personnel 
during this period." 

• Why wasn't more production as
signed to other plants right from the 
start? 
"The plant in Kumla has always as
sumed the lion's share of production 
operations for new products. Ericsson 
has concentrated the bulk of its compre
hensive production expertise here in 
Kumla. However, we are now develop
ing similar skills and know-how in oth
er parts of the world and, in the future, 
other plants will be involved from the 
start of industrialization phases. Erics
son's plant in England, for instance, has 
assumed a major share of production 
responsibility for the T18 model." 

Mia Widell örnung 

mailto:mia.widell@lme.ericsson.se
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From November 19, it will be possible 
to convert to shares the convertible 
debentures that Ericsson offered its 
employees in autumn 1997. 

It has been possible to sell the convertible 
debentures for some time. No-one can pin
point for certain the best time to sell, or 
whether a sale is advisable in general. This de
pends on how Ericsson shares perform on the 
stock market and the size of the share dividend 
in relation to the convertible debenture inter
est. 

The final date for conversion is May 30, 
2003. If you have not converted by that date or 
sold the convertible debentures, the amount 
you loaned to Ericsson will be returned to you 
regardless of what the convertible debentures 
are worth. 

You will be entitled to convert one convert
ible debenture into one share at a predeter
mined price, which in this case is SEK 236. If 
the share price exceeds SEK 236, it is, in princi
ple, more profitable to convert to a share than 
to have the money you loaned to the company 
returned to you. 

Selling also possible 

You may also sell your convertible debentures, 
in which case the person buying the convert
ible debentures assumes the risk that the share 
price might fall or who can earn money if the 
price goes up. 

You can see how much the convertible 
debentures are worth by reading a newspaper 
or Ericsson's homepage for convertible shares 
on the intranet. 

If you have borrowed money to buy convert

ible debentures, the bank will demand the 
money back as soon as you choose to convert 
to shares or when you sell the convertible 
debentures. For most people this, in principle, 
means that they must sell some of their shares 
as soon as they are converted in order to pay 
back the loan. 

Those who have financed the convertible 
debentures themselves will be able to convert 
the debentures and then sell their shares at a 
time they think fit. 

Converting to shares: 

To convert your convertible debentures to 
shares, contact the bank or the institution 
that manages your securities account. For 
those of you who borrowed money to pur
chase the convertible debentures, this will be 
the bank that lent you the money. The names 
and telephone numbers of the major Swedish 
banks are available on the intranet, as are 
forms that can be printed. If your bank 
branch does not know what to do, ask it to 
contact its issues department. Be aware that it 
can take four to eight weeks to implement the 
conversion. 

If you have borrowed money to finance the 
convertible debentures, the loan must be paid 
back as soon as you have converted the con
vertible debentures to shares. This means that 
there is a certain amount of risk that the share 
price will fall while the conversion is being 
processed. 

At worst, this may mean that the shares you 
receive are worth less than the conversion price 
and are insufficient to pay back the loan. You 
may thus be in debt. 

As long as you have the convertible deben-
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Soon it will be possible to convert to shares the convertible debentures that Ericsson 
offered its employees in 1997. 

tures, Ericsson pays interest annually on the 
money you have lent the company. When you 
have converted the debentures to shares, you 
will instead be entitled to share dividends. It is 
not possible to receive both interest and divi
dends for the same period. When choosing the 
time for conversion, it could be worthwhile to 
compare the amount of interest on the deben
tures with the size of the dividend you would 
receive from the corresponding number of 
shares. 

Checking the convertible debenture price 

Ericsson's personnel convertible debenture is 
listed in newspapers and on Ericsson's website. 
It is called Ericsson KonvK3B. The debenture 
price is shown as an index, where 100 corre
sponds to the conversion price. If the convert
ible debenture price is 120, that means that 
someone is prepared to pay 20 percent more to 

Nordic Wireless Conference 
Stockholm, Sweden, October 18-22, 1999 

GPRS Seminar October 18-19 

EDGE Radio Access October 20 

CDMA Preparatory October 20 - evening session 

UMTS Radio Aspects October 21 

UMTS Network and Services October 22 

For information and registration: 
visit: www.apis.se or call +46-8-555 105 00 

APIS Training & Seminars 
www.apis.se 

take over your convertible debentures com
pared with what they originally cost; that is, 
SEK 236 plus 20 percent (0.2 x 236= 47.20). 
You would then receive SEK 283.20 for every 
convertible debenture. 

Earning money 
To earn money on the convertible debentures, 
you must sell the convertible debentures or 
the shares you receive from a conversion for 
more than SEK 236, which is what you paid if 
you bought the convertible debentures when 
they were originally issued. 

If you borrowed money to purchase the 
convertible debentures, you must also count 
the interest expense. This is roughly SEK 5 
more per convertible debenture annually than 
the convertible debenture interest. This means 
that Ericsson's share price must be at least SEK 
5 more than SEK 236 for every year you own 
the convertible debentures if you are to make a 
profit. 

The earliest date at which you can convert 
the convertible debentures to shares is two 
years after the introduction. This means that 
the share price must be more than SEK 246 if 
you are to earn money by selling the shares. 
You should also remember that banks charge a 
fee for selling shares. 

Patrik Linden 

patrik.linden@lme.ericsson.se 

O http://inside.ericsson.se/convertibles 

THE NUMBER OF SHARES 

When employees were offered the possi
bility to subscribe for the convertible 
debentures, they could choose an 
amount. 

The list below shows how many shares 
you will receive on conversion, depending 
on how much money you lent. 

Amount, 
SEK 

Number of 
Series B shares 

9 440 
23 600 
49 560 
75 520 
99 120 

125 080 
145 347 

40 
100 
210 
320 
420 
530 
615 

http://www.apis.se
http://www.apis.se
mailto:patrik.linden@lme.ericsson.se
http://inside.ericsson.se/convertibles
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Messaging-over-l P 
maximizes e-mail 
Ericsson is launching a new 
family of unified messaging 
products. With them, it will be 
possible to send and receive 
messages such as e-mail, 
faxes, voice messages and 
SMS via an IP-based network 
using any terminal. 

The product family is 
aimed at operators who want 
to offer their customers a 
complete solution for 
message management. 

If one counts up all the messages 
that one receives each day including 
e-mail, regular mail, voicemail, fax
es, SMS messages, post-it notes and 
more, the number often exceeds a 
hundred. 

A fundamental problem with 
messages that need to be received, 
answered and archived, is that there 
are so many different formats. How 
do you receive a fax when you only 
have a cell phone? How do you 
keep track of two-month-old cor
respondence via e-mail and faxes 
about various matters? 

Product family 

Ericsson is launching a unified 
messaging product family. The 
concept involves receiving all in
coming messages at a central data
base, from which they can be re
trieved by one's method of choice. 
An example would be that both an 
incoming fax and a voice message 
could be retrieved through an e-
mail client server. All messages, re-

'̂ >k> ^> 
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Ericsson is launching a family of products for unified messaging. The concept involves compiling all 
incoming messages into a central database. Illustration: Kerold Klang 

gardless of their original format, 
would be saved as e-mail messages. 
For fax and voice messages, this 
would mean they would be saved as 
attachments. 

The concept is known as Messag-
ing-over-IP. It involves handling 
messages over an IP-based net
work, in which message stores and 
access servers take care of practical 
matters, while a messaging user 
register takes care of administrative 
tasks. Message stores are connected 
via gateways to the Internet, cus

tomer IP networks, mobile tele
phone networks, fixed telephone 
networks and so on. It is also pre
pared to handle future infrastruc
ture installations such as 3G mobile 
communication. 

Listen to e-mail 

The first Messaging-over-IP prod
uct to be introduced will be SMS 
followed by Unified Messaging and 
Wireless e-mail. Unified Messaging 
gathers all messages into a database 
from which the end-user can 

retrieve voice and text messages 
through a telephone or from a com
puter. Using the built-in 
text-to-speech function, it will be 
possible to listen to one's e-mail in 
the car on the way to work, for 
example. Wireless e-mail is an SMS, 
WAP or web-based solution that 
makes it possible to read and send 
messages from a wireless terminal. 

Rikard Westman 

Lli www.ericsson.se/messaging 

JAS 39 Gripen 
attracts a crowd 
"Really cool and very excit
ing." That was the evaluation 
of technology student Henrik 
Jonsson after climbing into a 
mockup cockpit of the JAS 39 
Gripen combat aircraft, which 
was part of an exhibition at a 
Stockholm shopping mall on 
September 2. 

The event was sponsored by Erics
son Saab Avionics AB in Kista, lo
cated in suburban Stockholm, 
as part of an effort to present itself 
as an attractive employer. 

Ericsson Saab Avionics AB, 
which employs 400 people in Kista, 
needs more talented engineers. The 
initiative for this event was taken by 
the human resources department. 

"We believe that this is a very 
good way to both market ourselves 
as a company and recruit employ
ees," says Irene Adenborg of the hu
man resources department. 

"Here in Kista, there are a num
ber of companies in the electronics 
industry and the Royal Institute of 
Technology and the University of 
Stockholm both have operations 
just a stone's throw from Kista cen
trum." 

There is no question that Erics
son Saab Avionics received a great 

Henrik Jonsson, a third year 
student at the Royal Institute of 
Technology, took his turn 
checking out the inside of the 
JAS 39 Gripen. Lars-Erik Ousbäck, 
of Ericsson Saab Avionics, talked 
about the products the company 
supplies for the fighter jet. 

Photo: Lars Åström 

deal of attention. The biggest 
crowds gathered around the JAS 39 
Gripen, where young boys, tech
nology students and older gentle
men alike strained to get a look. 

Gunilla Tamm 

Eva Salomonson is the 
project manager for the 

WCP project, which is 
being spearheaded by 

GSM Systems. 
Photo: Per Myrehed 

Seminar aims 
at improving work 
GSM Systems' major project 
to improve lead times and 
increase quality, known as 
World Class Provisioning or 
WCP, recently gathered 65 
design managers together 
from around the world . 

The goal of the project is to estab
lish a workable improvement plan 
that will halve lead times, improve 
quality tenfold and increase pro
ductivity fourfold. 

The project began in January 1998 
and is expected to last three years. 

"We've now come to the halfway 
point and it is time to disperse pro
jects throughout the organization," 
explained Eva Salomonson, project 
manager for WCP. Today there are 
approximately 600 employees in
volved in the project in one way or 
another. Once it is implemented, a 
total of 8,000 people will be affect
ed. Within the framework for WCP, 

some 30 different projects have 
been undertaken. 

One of the speakers during the 
seminar was Per-Arne Sandström, 
head of GSM Systems. He encour
aged participants to view improve
ments as an obvious part of the 
work, rather than viewing them as 
a separate project. 

The WCP project should lead to 
both new ways of working and 
thinking. An important part of new 
work routines is to create interdisci
plinary teamwork. Other questions 
involved with the project have to do 
with human resource issues such as 
different kinds of compensation 
and methods for stimulating em
ployee development and learning. 

Gunilla Tamm 
gunilla.tamm@lme.ericsson.se 

O http://gsmsystems.ericsson. 
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Everyone who climbs up masts or 
conducts other work in high places, 
needs to complete a climbing course. 

Climbing 
safety 
a priority 
Everyone who climbs up masts or 
who conducts other kinds of work 
in high places needs to complete 
a climbing course and be provided 
with the appropriate equipment. 
Otherwise their managers risk 
severe sanctions should an 
accident occur. These requirements 
are included in new safety rules 
developed by the National Board of 
Occupational Safety and Health. 

These regulations, of course, apply 
worldwide for Ericsson, which has hun
dreds of installers who climb towers, of
ten 100 meters tall, or on roofs and walls 
to install radio equipment. As a result, 
the GSM Systems business unit has de
veloped, together with Crux and Tera-
com, a new climbing method and a 
training package that includes a half-
hour videofilm, a safety manual and oth
er materials. 

English and Swedish first 

"Initially, the video will be available only 
in English and Swedish, but eventually it 
will be put on CD and will then also be 
available in French, Spanish, German 
and Mandarin Chinese," says Curt 
Löfqvist, of Ericsson GSM Systems, who 
participated in producing the videotape. 

The climbing class deals, of course, 
with physical safety, including the fact 
that one should always work with a part
ner. A person who falls and ends up 
hanging from a safety line does not have 
a great deal of time to be rescued since 
one can rapidly encounter blood circula
tion problems. Another important les
son is how to save a person in an emer
gency situation. 

Time and money 

Of course, the course is also about time 
and money. It goes a lot faster when 
working with the proper equipment. 
Take working on walls, for example, a 
relatively new experience for Ericsson. 
Using the new safety methods, one can 
lower oneself down from a rooftop to 
work, rather than having to close off 
streets and bring in cranes to mount an
tennas or base stations on walls. 

The videotape "Safe Climbing", which 
is aimed primarily at those managers af
fected, can be ordered using memo id 
ERAKOP for KTE 110 05/0 lSv or KTE 
110 05/OlEn. 

_ Lars Cederquist 
lars.cederquist@lme.ericsson.se 

http://www.ericsson.se/messaging
mailto:gunilla.tamm@lme.ericsson.se
http://gsmsystems.ericsson
mailto:lars.cederquist@lme.ericsson.se
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UK wants to be biggest 
in electronic commerce 
Recently, the British 
government presented 
a plan outlining how 
to make the U.K. the best 
country in the world 
for electronic commerce. 

The government issued a report 
with the enticing name of 
e-commerce@its.best.uk. The 
report contains 60 proposals that 
are intended to make the U.K. a 
power to be reckoned with in the 
electronic commerce arena. 

A special minister for small 
business and electronic com
merce has been appointed. Her 
name is Patricia Hewitt and she 
was formerly the U.K.'s high 
commissioner to Australia. A 
special envoy for such issues, 
Alex Allan, will assist her. The 
two will promote Tony Blair's 
views on these issues. 

The report has identified 
four barriers that must be over
come. A judicial framework for 
issues relating to electronic 
commerce is lacking. 

Likewise, there is a lack of 
understanding surrounding is
sues regarding electronic com-

The British government has appointed a minister with special responsibility for electronic 
commerce. This is part of an ambition to make the U.K. the world's best nation for electronic 
commerce. Photo: Lars Åström 

merce and the opportunities it 
offers. Competition in the In
ternet access market is also 
lacking in the U.K., as is con

sumer confidence in making 
such transactions over the In
ternet. 

A law that would approve elec

tronic signatures is also being 
prepared in the U.K. 

Patrik Linden 
patrik.linden@lme.ericsson.se 

BT strengthens its position 

BT is investing overseas. 
Collaboration with American 
operator AT&T has led to rapid 
expansion. Photo: Lars Åström 

The grandiose plans for a 
merger between American 
operator MCI and the U.K.'s 
British Telecom were 
dashed in the summer of 
1997. At that t ime. i t 
appeared as though BT 
would have a difficult time 
succeeding in the interna
tional marketplace. But BT 
found a new partner in its 
rival AT&T. 

In 1998, the two telecom giants 
agreed to cooperate on the in
ternational market. This collab
oration has resulted in sales of 
USD 10 billion. 

BT has also made invest
ments in other operators 
around the world and currently 

owns portions of 64 different 
companies. 

BT's overseas investments 
have primarily been in Europe, 
North America, Asia and the 
Pacific. The plan has been to 
enter these markets by working 
with local partners. 

In Europe, BT has joint ven
ture operations in all the major 
European countries. Com
bined, these companies have 
landed eleven fixed and mobile 
telephony licenses. BT's tactic 
can be summarized as "Think 
Global, Act Local." BT has a 
tendency to invest in newly es
tablished operators rather than 
buying its way into former mo
nopoly operators. 

In its home market in the 

U.K., BT is making heavy in
vestments in mobile telephony 
and the Internet. In Asia, BT 
has acquired cellular operators 
in South Korea, Malaysia and 
Hong Kong. In July this year, 
BT signed a contract with Chi
na Telecom regarding the dis
tribution of Concert, BT's in
ternational operation. Today, 
China is a closed market to for
eign companies, but BT says 
that it will be one of the first to 
enter the Chinese market when 
it does open. 

BT is one of the world's 
fastest growing operators and 
an important customer for 
Ericsson. 

Patrik Linden 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

BT buys 
Italian 
>• The U.K. based operator, 
BT, has confirmed that it is 
buying 32.5 percent of the Ital
ian Internet provider LNet for 
13 million pounds. 

BT already has interests in 
Italy through its partial own
ership of Albacom, a fixed 
telephony operator, and Blue-
tel, Italy's fourth cellular oper
ator. 

LNet has approximately 
3,500 large and medium-sized 
companies as its customers, in
cluding the Italian stock ex
change, the La Republica 

newspaper and the well-
known Benetton clothing 
company. 

Poland issues 
1800 license 
> Poland's second largest 
mobile operator, Polkomtel, 
recently received a second li
cense for the 1800 band. This 
occurred one month after 
Poland's largest mobile oper
ator, Polska Telefonia 
Cyfrowa, received a similar li
cense. 

The Polish cellular market 
has grown rapidly, up to 1.5 
million users last year com

pared with 50,000 users five 
years ago. 

The market is predicted to 
grow twice as large within 
three years. Polkomtel is 
owned by Tele Danmark, Air-
Touch and the Polish copper 
manufacturer KGHM Polska 
Mjedz. 

Macieij Srebro, Poland's 
telecommunications minister, 
has also announced that a li
cense for fixed long distance 
telephony will be auctioned 
off to increase competition. 
This is part of an overall plan 
to increase Poland's telephone 
density from its current 20 to 
30 telephones per 100 resi
dents. 

IBM sells 
network units 
>• IBM plans to withdraw 
from the network equipment 
market after signing an agree
ment to sell those units to 
Cisco. 

Instead, it will operate in 
the future as a distributor for 
Cisco, selling solutions jointly 
developed by the two compa
nies. 

According to the agreement, 
Cisco will pay USD 300 million 
for IBM's patents and agree to 
buy USD 2 billion in compo
nents from IBM over the next 
five years. 

E-com merce 
attractive in Asia 

I t is high time for Ericsson to catch the Internet 
train in Asia. When worries about the millen
nium have died down, all the IT resources will 

be freed up and Asian organizations will be able to 
concentrate on e-commerce and the supply chain's 
integration with the Internet. In Europe and the 
U.S., cooperation with contents companies is al
ready under way. Internet use is now growing 
steadily in Asia and it is important that Ericsson 
take the lead. 

AT THE END OF 1998 there were approximately 15 mil
lion Internet users in Asia. This market is expected to 
grow at an annual rate of 40 percent during the next 
five years to a total of 64 million users by 2003. That 
growth rate is twice that of the U.S., which is usually 
considered as the benchmark for Internet statistics. 

The Asia Pacific (excluding Japan) Internet e-com
merce applications market topped USD 20.8 million 
in revenue in 1998, up 104 percent from USD 10.17 
million in 1997. The region saw the start of strong 
growth for this market in 1998 as an increasing num
ber of organizations and their IT professionals adopt
ed Internet commerce software products rather than 
developing their own Internet e-commerce solutions. 
More than anything, content, business relationships, 
a better customer interaction and a local feel and taste 
are the keys to the world of e-commerce in this re
gion. 

THE PORTAL SITES are expected to wield a great deal of 
power over the traffic flow on the Internet. Hence, it is 
sensible for them to direct visitors to their own e-
commerce hubs, which in many cases are built using 
their own products. 

Vendors will find that the key success factor in pen
etrating the Asian markets depends on how much ef
fort is made to localize their technology. Local lan
guage sites with local content and a thorough under
standing of cultural issues that preclude online buy
ing are prerequisites for success. 

Portal revenues must come from either advertising 
or e-commerce. Companies like China.com, 
Sina.com and AsiaWorld Online are prime examples 
of the new breed of Asian portal companies with big 
visions. 

They compete head on with the big name portal 
companies such as Yahoo or AOL, who are strongly 
committed to bringing their American expertise to 
the region and to localizing the service. The local 
companies have an advantage. They target clearly 
defined groups of on-line dwellers, the Chinese and 
Filipinos throughout the entire world. The Asian 
Portal companies have a lot to gain since Asians 
might instinctively prefer to use an Asian-branded 
portal. 

So where does Ericsson fit in? 
Mobile portals and mobile e-commerce are rapidly 

becoming the next great hype. Stock quotes, e-mails, 
news headlines, and movie reviews etc. can be ac
cessed with your mobile phone. The portal compa
nies have an inherent interest in penetrating the 
world of wireless Internet. 

MOST E-COMMERCE SOLUTION providers and content 
providers are keenly eyeing mobile phone equipment 
vendors. Our carrier customers are asking us for help 
and advice. 

It's time for Ericsson to jump on the bandwagon 
of this new emerging business and take a lead in it. 
Our unique selling proposition is to offer more than 
just the hardware. It's all about building relation
ships with portal companies, web developers and 
content providers in order to broaden our portfolio 
and become a remarkable player in this area. We will 
gain by creating this new market instead of just fol
lowing it. 

Sirpa H. Ikola, regional analysis manager, 
LME/DMI Asia Pacific 

mailto:e-commerce@its.best.uk
mailto:patrik.linden@lme.ericsson.se
http://Atthattime.it
http://China.com
http://Sina.com
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Voltage Out 

Voltage Out 

Force/Sense 

Force/Sense 

Voltage Out 

Voltage Out 

Force/Sense 

Force/Sense 

PRICE* 

m 
3.80 

3.80 

3.80 

3.80 

4.62 

4.62 

4.62 

4.62 

SPI/QSPI are trademarks of Motorola. Inc. MICROWIRE is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corp. 
•1000-up suggested resale. FOB USA. 
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SaraYde.com adapts 
data for terminals 

The Internet 
company 
Saraide.com, 
located in Silicon 
Valley south of San 
Francisco, was 
formed less than 
one year ago. 
Within five years, 
the company 
expects to reach 
USD 1 billion in 
earnings with a 
profit margin of 
30 percent. Just 
over three months 
ago, Ericsson 
announced that it 
had acquired a 
portion of the 
company, which is 
continuing to 
expand. 

i l l 
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Ericsson bought part of SaraYde.com last summer, in order to learn more about the market and to promote the market for these types of services. 
Saraide.com's head office is located just outside San Francisco. Photo: Patrik Linden 

I t was quite evident during Contact's visit 
that the company is growing. Their main 
office was in the process of being moved to a 

bigger facility nearby. Everything at Saraide.com 
revolves around Internet-based mobile data ser
vices. Currently, there are 14 operators who are 
using systems from Saraide.com. 

"We're not out to make Dick Tracy applica
tions, but rather relevant services that people 
can use. We take some of what exists out on the 
web and adapt it to create a service that can be 

News services for mobile phones are 
Sara'ide.com's business concept. This can 
include share prices, weather, sport, etc. 

used with a mobile phone or some other 
portable device," says George Richard, Chief 
Financial Officer at Saraide.com. 

That could be share prices, flight schedules, 
sports results, news, weather, etc. In other 
words, these are items which already exist on 
the web but which Saraide.com adapts for mo
bile data services, taking into account smaller 
displays and lower transmission speeds. 

"We're focused exclusively on operators and 
are integrating our technology into their exist
ing systems. Consumers, the end users, don't 
know that it is Sara'ide.com's technology, which 
is being used. Rather, it is the operator's brand 
name that is visible," says George Richard. 

Catalyst 

It is in Ericsson's interest for this market to be 
successful. 

"We see this investment as a catalyst. 
Saraide.com can offer operators a fast and easy 
way to put new services onto the market. Eric
sson is involved so that it 
can understand and learn 
about the market," says Jan 
Lindgren, head of Wireless 
Internet Solutions at GSM 
Systems. 

"Saraide.com is a com
pany with a clearly defined 
strategy. It has an experi
enced management team 
which has previously been involved in operat
ing new IT start-ups aimed at established com
panies," says Jan Lindgren. 

Saraide.com has experience from both the 
datacom and telecom worlds and is therefore 

Jan Lindgren 

able to offer services that maintain the high 
standard and robustness that telephone cus
tomers have come to expect. 

For Ericsson, the Saraide.com purchase has 
been advantageous for several reasons. 

"It gives Ericsson the opportunity to sell de
velopment services to Saraide.com and at the 
same time allows the company to add 
Saraide.com services to the bids which it sub
mits to its customers," says Jan Lindgren. 

All interfaces 

The business concept behind Saraide.com is to 
deal with all the various interfaces that exist be
tween a consumer's cell phone or electronic di
ary and sources on the Internet. It doesn't mat
ter which radio interface or Internet protocol is 
being used, Saraide.com handles all techniques. 
Operators do not need to worry about technol
ogy. Saraide.com takes care of all the contacts 
between content providers and packages con
tent, which can be supplied to consumers. 

The basic concept, which has made all this 
possible, came from the Canadian company 
Nortel, one of Ericsson's competitors. In 1996, 
they had an idea of how this could be done, but 
realized that it did not really lie within the 
framework of Nortel's core operations. As a re
sult, the operator Microcell was contacted as 
was Omnipoint. The risk capital company GSM 
Capital, which has many large operators to its 
name, also become involved in the discussions. 
It was out of this that Saraide.com was born. 
Ericsson joined this group in June this year. 

There are many indicators that point to
wards the future success of Saraide.com. Mo
bile data services are expected to be worth USD 

10 billion by 2003 in Western Europe and the 
U.S. alone. By that time, between one fifth and 
one fourth of all mobile phone users are ex
pected to make use of mobile data services, 
while operators' revenues from mobile data are 
expected to be around 10 percent. 

"The challenge for Saraide.com's solutions is 
to avoid the use of computer monitors and in
stead package the information so that it can 
work on all kinds of portable displays," says Jan 
Lindgren. 

Rapid growth 

Saraide.com currently employs about 150 peo
ple. Of those, around 50 of them are involved 
in research and development in Ottawa, Cana
da, approximately 40 people work for opera
tions in Dallas, in the U.S., and 30 at the com
pany's headquarters in San Mateo outside San 
Francisco. Sales and marketing offices in Eu
rope employ a total of about 40 people. 

Patrik Linden 
patrik.linden@lrne.ericsson.se 

© http://www.saraide.com 

MYTHOLOGICAL LINK 

In the legend of King Arthur and the Knights 
of the Round Table, there was a woman 
named Sarai'de. She was the one who gave 
King Arthur the sword Excalibur. With it he 
would be able to fulfill his destiny. In the 
same manner, Saraide.com can provide its 
customers, operators, the possibility of ful
filling their destinies by offering mobile data 
services for consumers. 

http://SaraYde.com
http://Saraide.com
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http://Saraide.com
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A total of 500 positions are being planned at Ericsson Shared Services in Hallonbergen, outside Stockholm. "We have every 
opportunity to take the initiative to improve administrative operations," says Gösta Burlin, president of the recently formed 
Ericsson Shared Services AB. Photo: Bernt Josephson 

They have plans to simplify all sorts of administrative routines at Ericsson. They are 
going to create a unified accounting system and reduce company costs. And they will 
be a cost-efficient asset to the operational aspect of the business, starting in Sweden 
and then gradually extending to include Ericsson's operations around the world. 

This is a stimulating challenge. All kinds of opportunities are available to us to 
take the initiative for improved measures," says Gösta Burlin, president of the newly 
started company, Ericsson Shared Services AB 

I 

Their task 
is to simplify 
T he decision to form Ericsson Shared Services 

was made at the beginning of 1999. This past 
summer, the company's first employees moved 

into their offices in a nine-storey office building in 
Hallonbergen, on the outskirts of Stockholm. The 
operation is now increasingly taking shape. 

Faster routines 

The main task of this new company is to create simple, 
fast and efficient routines. The company will support 
certain aspects of the corporation's operational units, 
providing the continuous administration needed to 
maintain operations. These include dealing with 
finances, some of the purchasing and links to human 
resources and real estate services. 

Initially, Ericsson Shared Services is meant to oper
ate as a support unit for the corporation's four largest 
companies in Sweden - Ericsson Radio Systems, Erics
son Mobile Communications, Ericsson Telecom and 
Ericsson Business Networks. 

"We're starting out on the business side. Over 300 
people from the four companies' finance functions 
have moved over to us. Eventually, the plan is for other 
administrative functions to move here, both physically 
and organizationally. We're planning on having a total 

FOCUS ON BUSINESS OPERATIONS 

The services offered by Ericsson Shared Sen/ices 
form a kind of collective support organization, al
lowing companies to focus on business operations 
while contracting out certain administrative services 
to other companies who specialize in those ser
vices. 

These could include, for example, finances, payroll, 
human resources administration, customer billing or 
purchasing operations. Ericsson has, as a first step, 

of 500 positions at Hallonbergen. We're still looking 
for between 50 and 100 economists to fill various posi
tions," ecplains Gösta Burlin, president of Ericsson 
Shared Services. 

Purchasing unit 

In addition to Shared Financial Services, the company 
also has a unit involved in purchasing operations -
Shared Sourcing Services - as well as a link to em
ployee administrative services within the employee 
function in Sweden. 

By gathering all the administrative functions together 
under th: same roof, the corporation hopes to achieve 
significant cost savings and improvements in efficiency. 

Significantly lower costs 

Over a five-year period, the management of Ericsson 
Shared Services expects to lower costs by between 40 
and 50 percent for those portions of Ericsson that are 
the company's customers. Savings will be realized by 
combining and simplifying several administrative sys
tems. The number of consultants and contract em
ployees vill be reduced, while at the same time a small
er workforce than before will be required to operate 
new uniform systems. 

chosen tc contract out a number of administrative 
services for its four largest companies in Stockholm 
to Ericsson Shared Sen/ices. 

The U.S is a leader when it comes to this trend. 
About 30 percent of the 500 largest companies use 
some forn of Shared Services. 

Within ihe next few years, perhaps 30 to 40 per
cent of the largest international companies within 
Europe wilinave chosen similar solutions. 

"We don't need to keep reinventing the wheel. Now 
both we and our customers will have the opportunity 
to work in a unified manner and take advantage of 
economies of scale. We're gathering up the best rou
tines and using them when we create new policies and 
processes," says Gösta Burlin. 

He is careful to emphasize that the company's oper
ations will be marked by skilled expertise, motivated 
employees, simplicity, high quality and standardiza
tion. The company will eventually apply market-like 
requirements towards its customers, taking advantage 
of the synergies that occur when combining opera
tions. 

"The effort to combine the company's administra
tive operations into a separate company is in line with 
current trends. Many other larger companies are im
plementing similar changes. The marketplace is also 
expecting Ericsson to keep up with this trend," says 
Gösta Burlin. 

Pilot operation 

Ericsson Shared Services is a pilot operation. The plan 
is for the company to begin by working with the four 
largest companies in Stockholm. Eventually, services 
will be offered to Ericsson's other companies in the re
gion, and in time this model will be used to establish 
similar operations around the world. 

"Within a ten year period, similar Ericsson opera
tions will be found in all the world's time zones. That 
means there will be corresponding operations in the 
U.S., Asia, Europe and Scandinavia," predicts Gösta 
Burlin. 

Bernt Josephson 

© http://esg.ericsson.se 
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School for future financial managers and controllers 
Management at Ericsson Shared Services expects the new company to operate as a skills center and de facto 
training school for future financial managers and controllers within the company. One of the first tasks of 
management wil l be to break down any cultural differences that may exist between different units that are 
merging to form a new service culture. 

Administrative personnel from four different Ericsson 
companies in Stockholm are now joining forces to work at 
one facility. Many of the employees came from Kista, while 
others came from Telefonplan. Some employees had previ
ously moved from Nacka to Telefonplan. So of course there 
will be some cultural differences to smooth out at Ericsson 
Shared Services. 

There has been a certain amount of opposition towards 

moving to the Hallonbergen site on the outskirts of Stock
holm. Public transportation is, perhaps, not the best, and 
the selection of stores within the immediate area leaves 
much to be desired for many. But the facilities are modern, 
bright and functional. Moreover, Hallonbergen is only a 
temporary solution in order to get the new company up and 
running. Within the next two years, Ericsson Shared Ser
vices will be moving its offices to Sundbyberg in northwest 

Stockholm. Once there, the company will employ between 
500 and 700 people. 

Achieve the desired effects 

President Gösta Burlin is convinced that everything will 
work well. 

"The most important thing right now is that we get up 
and running quickly, achieve the desired effects and pro
duce results. This is an enormous opportunity for the joint 
development of administrative services. To be able to help 
build something from the ground up." 

"After having worked with operations that 'only cost 
money' within different parts of Ericsson, we're now com

bining a number of skills under one roof. We're ensuring 
expertise. We'll become experts at creating savings within 
our own operations and creating new, simplified adminis
trative processes to save time and money for Ericsson. The 
ability to show thai our operations are 'profitable' for cus
tomers will increase dramatically through our new organi
zation," says Gösta Burlin. 

Great opportunlies for employees 

Now that so many functions mainly involving economists, 
which were once spread out, are concentrated in one place, 
Gösta Burlin sees great opportunities for employees in 
terms of personal growth and future career paths. 

"Ericsson Shared Services will form a good platform to 
move up from, out to various leading positions within 
Ericsson. The various administrations will no longer have 
to be isolated at smaller workplaces, where they perhaps 
lack colleagues with similar backgrounds. Here we will be 
working as a team, close to each other. Our employees will 
have people in the next room who can help them solve 
problems. There will be a lot of room for creativity. Imag
ine being involved in defining new economic processes that 
will eventually be used in every country that Ericsson ope
rates in!" 

Bernt Josephson 

"It will be exciting to be involved and influence the process of change within the company," 
says Bo Fristedt, head of Shared Financial Services within Ericsson Shared Services. 

New company handles 
a million invoices 
Their operation has the heaviest workload in the new company. They will be handling 
over one million suppliers' invoices per year. Partly through the use of new data routines, 
Shared Financial Services wil l also be able to support other parts of Ericsson. 

"We're going to take the lead in implementing the process of change, establishing a 
network and making sure that everyone takes advantage of the varied expertise found in 
different parts of the company," says Bo Fristedt, head of Shared Financial Services within 
Ericsson Shared Services. 

Bo Fristedt sees major opportunities for Ericsson 
Shared Services to build up a good working rela
tionship with employees, offering workers skills 
development and good career opportunities. 
The biggest challenge, however, will be to parti
cipate in changing the underlying operating 
processes within the company. 

Pioneers 

"To some extent, we are pioneers. We're going to 
take advantage of various experiences and estab
lish new routines - Leading Practices - that sim
plify things for everyone. It will be exciting and 
wonderful to be involved in influencing work 
within the company, and at the same time be able 
to see the results." 

Shared Financial Services will be the largest 
part of the new company, and will employ 
around 400 people within a year. 

A majority of them will work mainly on han
dling accounts receivable, travel expenses ad

ministration, cash and currency transfers, cus
tomer invoicing, internal accounting and report
ing. 

In addition, there is a group that deals with 
project management for taking over the financial 
units of various companies, as well as a group 
that deals with VAT and tax accounting issues. 
Corporate Travel Management, which handles 
Ericsson employee travel and travel contracts the 
company makes, is also included. 

Save money within the company 

"Thanks to the fact that we are now concentrat
ing our resources, we avoid duplicating func
tions in several locations. We have already started 
some 15 different projects to further economize 
and save money within the company. Our goal is 
to achieve savings levels of around 50 percent," 
says Bo Fristedt. 

Bernt Josephson 

http://esg.ericsson.se
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Deregulation and speedy advances in technology are 
revolutionizing communications in Europe. 

Europe's $200 billion telecommunications business is up 
for grabs. Wire-line, wireless, web-TV and high-speed 
Internet access. Everything is converging and everyone 
wants a slice. Freelance journalist Bob Emmerson surveys 
the scene and finds one obvious winner - the consumer. 

Revolution 

The communication market of Europe is not what it used to be. Deregulation has completely changed the scene. 
Photo: Lars Åström 

N ot long ago, national monopolies con
trolled the various telecommunica
tions environments in Europe. Known 

as PTTs (Postal Telephone and Telegraph), 
they set the telephone rates in their respective 
countries and an international group of carri
ers, fewer than 200 in total, set the tariffs for 
international calls. Governments supported 
this system and the result was huge, taxable 
profits. 

However, this cozy situation was about to 
change. In 1984 came a landmark report sug
gesting deregulation and other steps to make 
the business competitive, and action was being 
taken. 

The reaction was defensive. The PTTs 
formed alliances to protect the most lucrative 
business, the international telecommunica
tions traffic of large corporations, particularly 
the multinationals. That strategy was flawed, 
because it assumed that the future would be an 
extrapolation of the past. 

For example, rates that once were set in 
stone have crumbled. New competitors stole 
business from these former monopolies, now 
known as incumbent carriers. For example, in 
the last 16 months Deutsche Telekom has lost 
approximately 30 percent of its international 
traffic to new operators, such as Mannesmann 
and MobileCom. But the biggest impact has 
come from developments enabled by technol
ogy-
Telephony a commodi ty 

Setting up business as an alternative carrier is 
incredibly easy. Turnkey solutions cost as litt
le as $50,000. Minutes are traded on the Inter
net - telephony has become a commodity. 
Overheads are minimal; margins run to 
70 percent, and prepaid cards perform cash
flow miracles. 

Lower rates are merely the tip of the iceberg. 
Added-value services, such as unified messag
ing - faxes, e-mail and voice mail in the same 
inbox - are the next key development in regu
lar, wire-line telephony. 

The traditional wire-line sector of industry 
isn't competitive anymore - it's cutthroat. 

Calls made to wire-line phones reach places, 
not people. These are legacy devices that date 
back to the 19th century. The future of regular 
telephony is wireless. 

GSM (originally Groupe Speciale Mobile, 
but now known as Global System for Mobiles) 
is the de facto global standard for digital wire
less telephony, hence the name change. There 
are 327 networks around the world and roam
ing agreements are in place for 120 countries. 
Every month there are more than 10 million 
new mobile subscribers. The total number of 
users worldwide is expected to reach close to 
1 billion by 2003. 

A range of new services 

As a result, users of mobile phones take inter
national roaming for granted in most coun
tries: The United States is among the excep
tions when it comes to digital phones, because 
of varying technology standards. 

Speedy development of GSM is creating the 
base for a range of new services and business 
opportunities. Transmission rates are increas
ing; packet switching (the transmission tech
nology used in data networks like intranets 
and the Internet) is coming next year, and 
new-generation "smart" phones are being 
launched this year. 

These will feature a micro-browser (a "Lite" 
version of a regular web browser) and enable 
new information services to be offered. These 
services will be hosted on the Internet and vir-
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in Europe 
tually anything and everything will be provid
ed. 

The Internet Protocol is the big one. In 

1984 nobody could have predicted the seismic 

impact of the Internet and Internet technolo

gy-
The European PTTs are getting unexpected 

revenues out of the increased traffic generated 
by the Internet, but the combination of dereg
ulation and competition is lowering their rates 
and margins. The former PTTs have high over
heads, which means that they are unable to 
compete on price with the new, competitive 
carriers. 

Since June 1998 the wholesale spot price for 
telephony minutes is down 35 percent due to 
ample supply. And in Europe, prices dropped 
by up to 80 percent between February 1998 
and April 1999 for calls between cellular and 
fixed networks. 

Traditional wire-line carriers also have a 
huge infrastructure investment in expensive 
switches that were expected to continue work
ing for decades. Circuit switching is not re
quired in the new world of IP, so instead of 
amortizing this soon-to-be worthless equip
ment over many years, companies will have to 
write off billions of dollars. 

The new global operators, such as MCI 
WorldCom, RSL COM and Colt have built new 

IP end-to-end networks from the ground up. 
Routers are much cheaper than switches, so 
they can offer competitive rates and cherry-
pick the wire-line carriers' customers. And 
most of Western Europe has been rewired with 
thousands of miles of fiberoptic cable, en
abling every kind of high-speed service to be 
offered along with carrier-class Internet tele
phony. 

Fighting in this arena is going to be tough. In 
addition to their legacy hardware problems, 
the traditional carriers will have to shed thou
sands of jobs to bring down their costs. 

Even so, the fastest growth of wireless IP is 
believed to be outside the public networks, in 
more flexible and newborn enterprise environ
ments. 

Winners and losers? 

Customers will be the clear winners. Prices will 
keep falling and a raft of added-value services 
and new-generation communication applica
tions are in development. 

Circuit-switched communications will not 
disappear in the foreseeable future, but the fu
ture will be based on IP. Thus, things look 
brightest for the new kids on the telecommuni
cations block. 

Bob Emmerson 
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The consumer is the winner in the 
deregulated communications 
environment of Europe. 

He saw a gap 
to be filled 
In 1996 Marshall Kavesh, an American citizen 
living in Germany, saw that deregulation was 
turning telecommunications into a commodity 
business and set out to create a low-cost, turnkey 
telecom system. 

Kavesh, with backing from private investors, the state of 
Bavaria and the German government, formed Euro
pean Computer Telephony (ECT) in January 1998. 

By June of that year, ECT was marketing AutoCarrier, 
a robust telecom platform using industry-standard 
hardware with billing software and added-value appli
cations pre-installed. AutoCarrier won Best of Show 
award at Voice Europe '98. 

The current generation offers cost-optimized routing, 
customer billing, prepaid and post-paid account debiting, 
and can be used to create new services, such as free phone 
numbers, advertising telephony and one-number service. 

A single voice engine can handle up to 420 simultane
ous calls. Additional engines can be added to handle 
more calls. These are connected over a regular LAN in
terface. There is no upper limit on the number of calls 
that can be handled in this configuration. 

ECT has developed a Java application that allows tele-
corns to generate and simulate call flows from a multi
media PC, thereby developing new added-value services 
themselves. 

There are also web-based solutions that allow end 
customers to download billing data as well as configure 
their 800 or one-number service via the Internet. These 
solutions enable the telecom to reduce costs for cus
tomer administration and billing, and the customer is 
able to customize services at any time. 

Deregulation is opening up for private initiatives in a 
sector long dominated by publicly-owned giants. Three 
years ago, Marshall Kavesh saw his chance. 

JDI Conference for Ericsson 
users of Rational Technology 

J O I N T 
DEVELOPMENT 

INITIATIVE 

25-26 October, Industrihuset, Stockholm 

• 28 presentations from key Ericsson and Rational experts 

• Four main subject blocks include Keynote sessions, Ericsson case 

studies and panel sessions 

• Hands-on lab and Exhibition area 

• Opportunities for informal discussions with the experts 

Keynote Speakers include Jan Uddenfeldt and Jaak Urmi from Ericsson 
and Mike Deulin, CEO Rational Software 

"Vou mi l l l ea rn f r o m o t h e r peop le 's expe r ience , peop le w h o share t h e i r specia l sk i l ls w i t h 

y o u . The ue ry bes t i n d u s t r y expe r t s w i l l be t h e r e . I s incere ly hope you w i l l , too. ' ' 

Jan Uddenfeldt, Ph.D, Uice President of Research & Deuelopment, Ericsson Radio Systems 

Register Now at: http://jdi.ericsson.se (=Rir̂ £ON «̂  Rational 
i&l«iV*»#«*^^l» ^ ^ unifying software ti 

http://jdi.ericsson.se
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First switch for the BT deal 
The first switch in the much publicised BT contract earlier this year, for a next 
generation network, has been installed. This took place at llford, outside London. 

Intense co-operation between Ericsson and BT was the main aspect of the 
successful trunk switch swap that took place in the early hours of a recent Saturday 
morning. 

This complex operation followed a count
down with go/no go checkpoints comparable 
to that of a NASA Space Shuttle launch. As 
part of the countdown, BT notified other li
censed operators that use BT's backbone net
work that everything would be in place and 
traffic would run smoothly through the 
changeover. 

That was a very 
public commitment 
that put even more 
pressure on Ericsson 
and BT to manage the 
llford 'hot-swap' suc
cessfully. 

"For several weeks 
now, we have been hav
ing one or two internal 
review meetings and 
two with BT on a daily 
basis. Together with our 
customer, we have dealt 
with any problems as 
soon as they emerged 
and those included a 
number of so-called "showstoppers", technical 
problems that threatened the changeover. 
However, there has been a mutual will to suc
ceed and to co-operate. Without the stunning 
openness shown between Ericsson and BT, we 

• • BT has 
been very 

constructive, 
particularly in 
suggesting ways of 
mutually dealing 
with problems 

could never have made this remarkable 
achievement in so short a time," says Bert Nils-
son, Programme Director, Ericsson's NGS Pro
gramme Office. 

Nilsson pays tribute to BT's willingness to 
adapt its internal routines to help Ericsson 
progress very quickly and disentangle troubles 
effectively. 

"They have been very 
constructive through
out, particularly in sug
gesting ways of mutual
ly dealing with prob
lems," Nilsson reveals. 

He adds, "The posi
tive and constructive 
attitude from the dif
ferent Product Organi
sations within Ericsson 
has been another fun
damental base for the 
success. The response 
times that we received 
in crucial situations 
were sometimes count

ed in minutes, even on Saturday evenings." 
"It has been a great team effort with Richard 

Newman at BT, Chris Brown at Ericsson in the 
U.K. and myself managing programme issues 
and escalations, Geoff Robinson at BT with 

Anders Teo at Ericsson Telecom managing the 
projects and, crucially, Tony Williams at Erics
son U.K. managing the technical interface with 
BT. And of course, we have all been backed by 
many committed people in both organisa
tions," Nilsson concludes. 

Scrapping traditions 

In January this year, the senior BT and Ericsson 
managers responsible for the NGS Contract sat 
down and agreed a commitment to a new way 
of working together. This was based on a 
recognition that the two companies would not 
be able to meet the very demanding timescales 
for NGS if they worked in the "traditional" 
way. 

"Since then, we have been learning what that 
means in practical terms and it's been encour
aging to watch attitudes changing. However, 
it's over the last two months or so that the 
changes have really become apparent. I have 
been particularly pleased with the way the 
teams in both companies have been working 
effectively together through a period of 
mounting pressure," says Chris Brown, Pro
gramme Director in Ericsson's NGS Pro
gramme Office in the U.K. 

Real commitment 

According to the two programme directors, 
there was a real commitment in both compa
nies to prioritising and dealing with the 
issues as they arose and a lot of people have 
worked long hours to achieve the success that 
is llford. 

"However, as is the case for most important 

achievements in our business, the celebrations 
must be short-lived. Having cut llford into 
service successfully, BT and ourselves now have 
to repeat the process at other NGS switch sites 
every two weeks until we pause for the Millen
nium freeze period, We then carry on at the 
same pace throughout next year," Brown con
cludes. 

Martin Neander 

THE BT AND ERICSSON CON-

The contract is a frame agreement valued at 
a total of GBP 270 million over a five-year 
period. The initial part of the contract in
volves deliveries by Ericsson to BT of 11 nar
row-band switches (latest version of AXE 
10) and 1 hybrid AXE/AXD integrated 
switch. 

6 of the narrow-band switches are to be 
deployed in BT's U.K. inter-city network be
fore the end of 1999. These will replace BT's 
old System X switches. 

The hybrid node combines circuit-
switched voice traffic with packet-switched 
data traffic. In practice this means integrat
ing AXE's software platform with the ATM 
switch, AXD 301, a solution creating a com
mon infrastructure for both voice and data. 

All together, this will help BT handle the 
huge growth of traffic, not least the rapidly 
increasing, capacity-intensive demands of 
data transfer. Using Ericsson's seminal solu
tion, it will be possible for BT to dramatical
ly increase network capacity. 

HIGH POWER WITH PRESSFIT 
ITT Industries, Cannon Division's we l l -

estab l ished comb ina t ion D Subminiature 

connectors offer the a d v a n t a g e of an industry 

s tandard shielded I/O interconnect, w i th 

power contacts up to 40A, des igned for 

power supply for any app l i ca t ion a n d 

offering excellent protect ion against EMI/ RFI. 

Cannon has now d e v e l o p e d high power 

contacts w i th pressfit te rminat ion . This 

e l iminates the add i t i ona l so lder ing process 

n e e d e d w h e n using s tanda rd D Subs a n d 

C o m b o D / DADT wi th h igh p o w e r contacts 

on a PCB. 

High power pressfit contacts are ava i lab le 

for the non f i l tered C o m b o D series D*M as 

wel l as for the f i l tered series DATT wi th 

i n teg ra ted h igh qual i ty ceramic fi lter arrays. 

40A at +60 C for a multilayer 6 x 35jum x 4,5mm 

28A at +60 C for double layer 35pm x 4,5mm 

Robust design 

Available layouts are 3W3 / 3WK3 / 5W5 / 8W8 

Filtered / Non Filtered 

90° version under preparation 

High performance and reliability 

Complete customer application tooling available 

High Power pressfit for well known and 

established D Sub layouts 

Already designed-in and approved by vari 

key customers 

To guarantee a proper positioning of the connector on o PCB - even under rough environment conditions - the connector is fixed 

on the PCB with special pressfit boardlocks swagged to the flanges. Using Cannon's pressfit technology the shell achieves 

perfect connection to the PCB ground by its gas tight connection with the boardlocks. 

Norr Mälarstrand 64, n.b. 
112 35 Stockholm 
Sweden 
Tel: +46-(0)8-650 0071 
Fax: +46-(0)8-650 0072 
email: soberg@de.ittind.com 

Cannonstrasse 1 
71384 Weinstadt 
Germany 
Tel: +49-(0)7151-699 0 
Fax: +49-(0)7151-699 217 

Jays Close, Viables Estate 
Basingstoke RG22 4BW 
United Kingdom 
Tel: +44-(0)1256 311200 
Fax: +44-(0)1256 323356 

5362-1, 5-chome, Hibarigaoka, 
Zama-shi, Kanagawa 228 
Japan 
Tel: +81-{0)462-57 2010 
Fax: +81-(0)462-57 1680 

666 E Dyer Road 
Santa Ana, CA 92705-5612 
USA 
Tel:+1-714-557 4700 
Fax: +1-714-628 2142 

You can also find out more 
about our products at our 
Internet address: 
http://www.ittcannon.com 

Cannon 

ITT Industries 

mailto:soberg@de.ittind.com
http://www.ittcannon.com
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Ericsson products in focus 
during America's Cup 
In the coming months, Ericsson will be 
sponsoring the America's Cup for the 
first time, the final leg of a five month 
long sailing competition in the Hauraki 
Gulf off the shore of Auckland, New 
Zealand. During the competition, Ericsson 
will be focusing its marketing efforts on 
wireless data communication and the 
KF788 TDMA telephone. 

Ericsson, Compaq, Telecom New Zealand, Air 
New Zealand and Fuji Xerox are the main 
sponsors of America's Cup 2000, which begins 
on October 18. 

"This is a golden opportunity to market 
Ericsson's products and services to operators, 
retailers, the media and the general public." 

Conduct seminars 

"In order to increase awareness of Ericsson's 
systems, we will also be conducting seminars 
on wireless data communication and third 
generation mobile systems in conjunction with 
the competition," says Steve Inglis, head of 
marketing communications at Ericsson in 
New Zealand. 

During the competition, all of the sailboats 
will be equipped with Ericsson's satellite sys
tem, the Global Positioning System. 

A combination of GPS navigation, wireless 
data communication, CD-ROM and Internet 
technology means that sailing race enthusiasts 
will be able to track where the boats are, how 
fast they are sailing, wind speeds and more, 
through computer screens. 

A specially designed system, Virtual Spec
tator, also makes it possible for the general 
public to follow the competition via the In
ternet. 

Marketing KF788 

The sponsorship effort also aims at marketing 
one of Ericsson's newer telephones for 
TDMA networks, the KF788. The KF788 is the 
official mobile phone of the America's Cup and 
will be utilized by both event organizers and 
journalists. 

"We believe that participating in such a 
prestigious race as the America's Cup will 
strengthen Ericsson's brand name. In order to 
have as much effect as possible, we have is
sued information about the race during our 
preparations, both externally at a number of 
technology trade shows, as well as to our mar
ket units within the organization," says Steve 
Inglis. 

The race will be held over a period of five 
months, from October 18 until the end of 

FIRMA ER C & SON 

Ericsson will be sponsoring the America's Cup for the first time over the next few months. 

February or the beginning of March. It all 
depends on what happens during the final 
event. 

To begin with, there will be 13 teams com
peting from eight different countries. The se
mi-final and the final rounds in the challenger 
series will be held after two months. 

The team that wins the final will meet the 

previous race winner, Team New Zealand, in a 
final, concluding race. 

Ulrika Nybäck 
ulrika.nyback@lme.ericsson.se 

M amencascup.encsson.se 
\LZ www.americascup2000.org 

SPONSORSHIP 
Here is a list of a some of the sponsorship 
and Corporate Citizenship activities being 
undertaken by Ericsson companies around 
the world over the next few months. Tips 
regarding events can be sent to: 
ulrika.nyback@lme.ericsson.se, of the 
Contact editorial staff. 

September 1 - November 30, Ericsson 
Mobile Communications and Mobile 
Phones in Sweden will be sponsoring 
Göran Kropp's lecture series. In 1996, 
Göran Kropp climbed Mount Everest 
without oxygen. 

October 11 marks the start of the "Copa 
Ericsson" tennis tournament in Latin 
America. Ericsson in the U.S. (EUS) is 
the sponsor. 

October 18 marks the start of the Ame
rica's Cup yacht race off the coast of 
New Zealand. Ericsson is one of five 
main sponsors. 

November 11, MTV Europe Music Awards 
in Dublin, Ireland. Ericsson's headquar
ters in Sweden is the sponsor. 

February 10-13, Ericsson in Australia, EPA, 
is sponsoring the Ericsson Masters golf 
tournament in Melbourne. 

ONGOING PROJECTS 

Ericsson in Canada supports a project 
which helps people who suffer from do
mestic violence. 

Ericsson in Canada is the sponsor of the 
BCTel Open golf tournament, a contract 
that lasts one year and started in January 
this year. 

Ericsson in Germany is sponsoring the FNL 
Europé soccer tournament series, a 
contract that extends over two years. 

Ericsson in Taiwan is sponsoring the 
"Ericsson Classic of APGA Tour" golf 
tournament in Taiwan. 

Ericsson in Brazil donates money to the 
World Childhood Foundation. The money 
is used to help vulnerable or abused chil
dren around the world. Sweden's Queen 
Silvia Bernadotte established the founda
tion. 

• • • IN BRIEF 

Roaming between 
GSM and 3G 
• Ericsson and Swedish-based operator 
Telia have for the first time demonstrat
ed live roaming between a commercially 
deployed GSM network and a 3G (third 
generation) system. 

The demonstration connection is set 
up between Ericsson's WCDMA evalua
tion system near Stockholm and Telia's 
commercial GSM network. For the first 
time, GSM subscribers visiting Erics
son's 3G-demonstration center can 
"roam" into a 3G network, using their 
existing GSM subscriber identity and 
number to receive calls on a 3G mobile 
terminal, mounted in a test vehicle. 

The test clearly demonstrates the 
co-existence of GSM with 3G. 

mailto:ulrika.nyback@lme.ericsson.se
http://amencascup.encsson.se
http://www.americascup2000.org
mailto:ulrika.nyback@lme.ericsson.se
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ERICSSON EUROLAB DEUTSCHLAND G M B H 

The new international CAPC organization currently encom

passes 20 design centers with the overall responsibility allo

cated at Ericsson Eurolab (EED) in Herzogenrath-Aachen, in 

Germany. A total of 1.900 employees worldwide are re

sponsible for the development of Transit & Network Access 

applications. CAPC serves the Product Units for GSM, PDC, 

TDMA, NMT and all Fixed Local and Translocal and Trans-

gate Systems. 

Due to the need for new challenging projects in the Core 

Product Unit - Application Core we are looking for a 

C-APC Project Manager 
Feasibility, 
Development & Follow-up 
• The C-APC project office has a dynamic group of overall 

project managers and administrators managing key projects 

at the core of all applications. These projects encompass 

subprojects and associated projects in Netherlands, USA, 

Ireland, Finland, Sweden, Norway, England, Spain, Italy, Ger

many, Denmark, Australia, Mexico, Croatia, Brasil and 

Greece covering a vast range of development areas at the 

leading edge of technology. 

REQUIREMENTS: Bachelor of Engineering degree with 

specialisation in ecommunications, or equivalent. Four years 

work experience in technical aspects of ecommunication. 

Three years proven experience in project management. 

Good knowledge of PROPS, project planning, budgeting 

and management methods. 

Good knowledge of mobile ephone systems and Ericsson 

business practices would be an advantage. Resourceful, 

flexible, initiative, good communication, cooperation skills 

and a good ability to work under pressure are important 

personal qualities. Traveling is a natural part of the job. Flu

ency in written and spoken English is required. Furthermore 

you should have strong interest in people and be willing to 

develop as a leader. 

MAIN TASKS: Lead a large ephone system project with 

full responsibility for fulfillment of Ericssons commitments 

to our customer. The Project Office is located at Ericsson Eu

rolab Deutschland in Herzogenrath. The position reports di

rectly to EED/U/OPC, Manager of the Project Office. 

Contact: Human Resources, CAPC EED/H/R, Simon See-

bass, +49 2407 575 163, eedsims® eed.ericsson.se, 

EED/U/OPC, Imo Freese, +49 2407 575 469, 

eediwf@eed.ericsson.se. 

ERICSSON EUROLAB DEUTSCHLAND G M B H 

The CSS/GSM Operations has the overall operational re

sponsibility for the Circuit Switching Systems in all GSM 

based applications, he Headquarters of the CSS/GSM Oper

ations are located in EED Herzogenrath (Germany). Co-op

erating units from all over the world belong to our interna

tional organisation, e.g. selected units in Sweden, Finland, 

Spain, Great Britain, Italy, Greece, the United States, Aus

tralia, China and other countries. For the System & Product 

Management we are looking for 

System engineers -
Migrating from GSM 
to the Future 
• We are working in the area of GSM 900, 1800, 1900 and 

UMTS systems.We are looking for people that want to be

come system architect, technical coordinator or take a lead

ing role in the forefront of mobile ecom evolution. You di

rectly control the next version of Ericsson's products in the 

mobile world market. 

Suitable candidates have proven experience in one or 

more of the following areas: ecom/real time operating sys

tems, ATM and IP protocols, O&M, CORBA, network man

agement systems and middleware. In addition you are team 

and result oriented, take initiative and have good self moti

vation. 

You should preferably have an interest in standardization 

and shaping of marketing messages to promote Ericsson's 

Core Network products in the area of UMTS. You should en

joy to work on an entrepreneurial basis and have the ability 

to set priorities right within an ever changing environment. 

Opportunities for travel, networking personal and technical 

development are outstanding. 

For these positions we require that you have 5-10 years 

of relevant industry experience. Please refer to the depart

ment homepage in the www for further information about 

the department's activities http://www.eed.ericsson.se/ser-

vices/ eed-x-d/Welcome.html. 

Contact: Per Ljungberg, +49 2407 575 609, 

eedplj@eed.ericsson.se, Frank Hundscheidt, +49 2407 575 

223, eedfrh@eed.ericsson.se, Frank Adelhardt, +49 2407 

575 287, eedfad@eed.ericsson.se, Simon Seebass, +49 

2407 575 163, eedsims@eed.ericsson.se. 

ERICSSON BUSINESS C O M M U N I C A T I O N S , 
CANADA 

Business Manager, 
Wireline Switching 
• Job Requirements: Five to six year experience developing 

marketing strategies and plans. Two - three years experi

ence completing business analysis and developing business 

plans. An MBA or other business degree, or equivalent ex

perience. Technical background on Wireline Switching, spe

cially in International Switching. Expert skills in managing 

complex multi-functional processes. Strong initiative Strong 

business sense and analytical ability. 

Job Description: P&L Responsibility for Wireline Switching 

Products (specifically international switching products) to

wards Canadian market. Monitors marketplace performance 

and financial results of Wireline Switching Products, includ

ing profitability and delivery of customer needs. Support 

EMC Sales teams by providing customized business solu

tions/responses to customer requirements. 

Will work with Contract Managers and Account Managers 

to address Ericsson Sales Business Units needs. Will secure 

Product Management support for Canadian opportunities 

from Ericsson Wireline Switching Product Units. Business in

terface with Ericsson product units. Responsible to commu

nicate Canadian market opportunities, market develop

ments, and pricing levels to product units. Secures from 

product units up to date information on product pricing 

cost and margins. Provide product portfolio business cases 

both general and for the Canadian market. 

Main responsible to create and maintain product busi

ness plans for the Canadian market.Deliver presentations 

with a focus on business cases for potential applications 

and solutions to customers and/or presents/speaks in sales 

and marketing forums, trade shows, seminars or work

shops. 

Participate actively in tenders. Responsible for providing 

pricing and P&L responsibility for the product towards EMC. 

Main player on contract negotiations representing the prod

uct side. Product life-cycle management for the Canadian 

market: launch, pricing, presentations and retirement. Work 

with Marketing (Business Strategy), Service Solutions and 

Product Managers to drive product life-cycle events. 

Contact: Luis Blanco-Alonso, Director, Fixed Networks Solu

tions, Ericsson Communications Canada, 5255 Salite Drive, 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W 5E3,Phone 1 905 629 

6700, Fax: 1 905 629 6701. 

Strategic Development -
Wireless Internet 
• Job Requirements: Five - six years experience developing 

marketing strategies and plans. Two-three years experience 

completing business analysis and developing business 

plans. An MBA or other business degree, or equivalent ex

perience. Strong background in Wireless Data/IP/ Cellular 

Systems is required. A history of product management 

and/or product development would be key. Expert skills in 

managing complex, multi-functional processes. Strong ini

tiative-able to proactively manage long cycle processes 

through roadblocks. Strong business sense and analytical 

ability. 

Job Description: The purpose of the function is to initially 

perform an in depth market analysis from Wireless Internet 

in Canada, to define and communicate strategic product 

messages to external and internal customers. The function 

will be responsible for defining and planning strategic busi

ness development opportunities and for bringing the identi

fied opportunity to an execution phase. 

This individual will ultimay manage the marketing mix for 

existing products, additions to a product portfolio, the mar

ketplace performance of a product portfolio through the 

product life cycle, from market assessment and strategy de

velopment to product and marketing plan execution and 

the monitoring of financial results. This function orches

trates the product processes through one or more customer 

account groups. 

Contact: Mark Henderson, General Manager Business Strat

egy, Ericsson Communications, 5255 Salite Drive, Missis

sauga, Ontario, Canada, L4W 5E3, Phone +1 905 629 6700, 

fax:+l 905 629 6701. 

ERICSSON LTD, UK 

Product Manager 
• Role Summary: The Product Manager is responsible for 

developing product plans (medium term) and product pro

grammes (current development activities) for the applicable 

SDH product areas, in order to maintain Ericsson's competi

tiveness in the market place. He or she provides the busi

ness sector with technical support for tenders and other 

marketing activities and interfaces with development 

groups throughout Ericsson. The product manager further

more monitors the profitability of the product, as well as 

handle the product life cycle. 

Key Responsibilities: The Product Manager is responsible 

and accountable for decisions regarding the technical direc

tion of the products and for agreeing the technical and 

commercial elements of business development opportuni

ties together with other organisations within Ericsson. 

The product manager in particular has the following re

sponsibilities: Develop product strategies and plans for spe

cific product lines based on market requirements and 

trends. Maintain knowledge of developments in Transmis

sion Systems and the market place including competitor in

formation. Identify technical business opportunities and in

vestigate required product evolution. Together with market 

and solutions organisations assess business opportunities, 

market values, and create business cases where appropri

ate. Actively support marketing of the product with general 

product features, unique selling points and business cases. 

Document product requirements in accordance with cus

tomer requirements and Ericsson's product evolution strate

gies. Provide support to the market and operations organi

sations in their business activities. Take part in regular tech

nical review meetings with customers. Present technical in

formation to the customer as appropriate. Act as prime 

technical interface towards supplier for product develop

ment, product characteristics and product financial issues 

Qualifications, Experience and Knowledge: Minimum 

Electronic Engineering Degree or Combined 

Engineering/Business Administration Degree. At least 3 

years in Product Management/related function. 

Skills / Competencies: In-depth knowledge of SDH 

and/or associated products or technologies. Experience of 

marketing activities and customer relations. Understand 

specific products in the context of their market and com

petitors. Ability to focus on both internal and external cus

tomers and develop understanding of the issues they face 

in order to identify and meet their needs. Demonstrate con

fidence in persuading others to see the benefits of and 

agree to proposed ideas. Successful networker by proactive

ly co-operating with colleagues across the organisation and 

in the industry. 

Senor Solutions Engineer 
• Role Summary: Working within a team of engineers spe

cialising in Solutions for Transport Network Systems, the Se

nior Solutions Engineer provides technical and engineering 

support within his/her specific technical areas of Transport 

Network Systems and provides a technical interface to pro

jects and the customer. 

The Senior Solutions Engineer possesses specific exper

tise in one transmission area. S/he has a customer focused 

approach to the development of total solutions for ecom

munications operators globally. 

S/he is closely involved with a variety of people from 

marketing, projects and product management as well as 

third party suppliers. Responsibility is taken for activities 

within the tender process requiring technical skills. 

Customer contact is found at a number of points prior to 

the tender stage, where technical solutions are being dis

cussed with customers, including making presentations and 

involvement in the project itself. The Senior Solutions Engi

neer takes a technical lead in customer meetings. 

Key Responsibilities: Take responsibility for parts of a 

technical tender or bid. Take responsibility for providing the 

highest level of technical expertise on Network Issues. Ac

tively contribute to business development by providing 

leading edge technical solutions.Provide expert support to 

contract management. Technically assess potential products 

and make appropriate recommendations. Participate in pre-

studies and feasibility, when required. Monitor and capture 

market requirements keep an updated picture of market 

commitments. Monitor future development and trends of 

transport systems. Keep the Manager informed of potential 

future projects and help to plan and manage resource re

quirements in terms of skills, tools and equipment. 

Actively contribute to the development of technical com

petence within the Transport Network System in line with 

the changing needs of the business: eg through the trans

fer/secondment of personnel, use of expertise to provide 

on-the-job-training. Actively contribute to the continuous 

improvement process and the ongoing development of a 

quality culture by, for example, changing behaviour and 

identifying and implementing improvements to processes 

and activities and encourage others to do the same. 

Qualifications, Experience and Knowledge, Essential: De

gree or equivalent in engineering related discipline. Mini

mum 2 years experience in ecommunications environment. 

Experience of implementing software and/or hardware sys

tems. Experience in one or more of the following areas: 

Transmission Networks. Data Communication and Comput

er Networks. Communication Management. Synchronisa

tion. System evaluation and inter working tests. Emerging 

technologies eg ATM/IP. 

Desirable: Degree in ecommunications or Computer Sci

ence. Experience from specifying and/or designing optical 

networks 

NMS Solutions Engineers 
Product Unit Transport and Transport Access (PTTA/TPS/M). 

Reports to: NMS Solutions Manager (PTTA/TPS/M) 

• The NMS Solutions Engineer has expertise in particular 

product areas. He/she is responsible for providing technical 

expertise to Marketing, Product Management and customer 

solutions on management solutions, management systems 

and associated data communication networks. The engineer 

has responsibility for ensuring that the customers' needs are 

met by providing profitable, high quality solutions to meet 

time and cost objectives. The job also carries responsibility 

for keeping him/herself and colleagues within the Solutions 

and Marketing teams up to date on the relevant Ericsson 

portfolio of products. 

Key responsibilities: Understand fully the customers' busi

ness requirements in order to provide cost effective, high 

quality management solutions. Explain to the customer Eric

sson's portfolio of products/systems, e.g. ETNA NEM and ET

NA IMA. Provide technical input to current and future bids 

and tender preparation, with the aim of securing future 

business and meet customer requirements. Give demon

strations and presentations to customers on management 

solutions and answer any technical queries arising out of 

these meetings. Explain to the customer how different prod

ucts interact with each other and recommend the best solu

tion that meets their needs. 

Help identify improved working practices in terms of 

competence and expedient delivery of solutions in response 

to tenders, e.g.development of templates. Maintain aware

ness of industry standards and regulatory issues. Under

stand the contractual implications of interactions with the 

customer. Help drive business development by providing 

strategic technical input at solutions level. Work with mar

keting, product management and the customer to evaluate 

and plan for prospective projects. Keep people informed at 

all levels. 

Qualifications, experience and knowledge, Essential: Edu

cated to degree level in computer studies/electronics or 

other relevant subject. At least 1 years' experience within 

the ecoms industry. Able to perform, support and review 

system investigations. Knowledge of Transmission systems 

(SDH/PDH/DWDM), associated management systems and 

datacommunications networks. Desirable: Basic knowledge 

of other communications systems. (IP, ATM, PSTN, Data). 

Able to travel both within the UK and Overseas. 

Skills and Competencies: Adapts to meet new challenges 

to meet present and future customer requirements. Ability 

to analyse complex issues and identify the most appropriate 

solutions. 

Generates and develops innovative ideas or improve

ments to achieve objectives. Communicates in a clear, con

cise and open manner. Ability to listens to others and adapt 

in a team environment. 

Procurement Officer 
• The Procurement officer is 1 st line contact for and to our 

Suppliers for all procurement related issues. To use their 

skills and experience to comply with the department key 

objectives/goals and the overall Ericsson goals. Reports to: 

Operation Manager, PPS/TPO 

Key Responsibilities: The Procurement officer in particular 

has the following responsibilities: Involvement in/lead pro

curement issues for contract agreements. Responsible for 

PO from placement to delivery. Expedite PO's (Chase late 

orders etc )Supplier measurements. New products adminis

tration. Request for quote for core/none core equipment In

voice check and acceptance. To work effectively with other 

Ericsson functions to achieve identified goals. Follow de

fined processes and develop where appropriate, as well as 

the introduction of new process and working practice. Ven

dor rating. 

Qualifications, Experience and Knowledge: 2 years of ex

perience within a procurement environment. Graduate level 

education desirable. 

Experience in negotiations. Understand the nature of 

commercial requirements. Working knowledge of Windows 

NT/ 95 and Microsoft applications 

Skills / Competencies: Ability to communicate effectively 

internal and external. Flexible approach and team worker-

Ability to work on own initiatives. Able to work under pres

sure. 

Contact: Christ Vaughan, chris.vaughan@etl.ericsson.se 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • i 
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Ericsson GmbH (EDD) is headquartered in Dusseldorf and 

has about 1.000 employees. For our unit "Business & Com

pany Development" we are looking for a 

Solutions Manager 
• The Solutions Manager is a function within the EDD 

UMTS Solution Team, and closely supports the UMTS Ger

man market responsible and appropriate account responsi

ble^) in their marketing activities towards their respective 

client(s). 

On a total solution level, the function is responsible: to 

work out solutions in the GSM/ GPRS-UMTS system level, to 

provide argumentation and information material, to main

tain the product and service scope offered to client after de

finition and agreement with the account responsible, to 

handle Rfl's or similar inquiries, to support customer meet

ings with technical presentations, to support the UMTS Mar

ket communication activities with technical experience, to 

develop value statements for Ericsson solutions. 

The function co-operates closely with the support level 

functions within the EDD UMTS marketing project and other 

technical units within Ericsson. 

As an ideal candidate you should have a University de

gree and several years of experience (3-5 years) within the 

mobile ecommunication area. Furthermore you have sev

eral years of experience within the Ericsson company and 

good international connections to other Ericsson organi

sations. You are experienced to work in project organisa

tions and used to work with several interfaces. 

You are open-minded, work in a team oriented way 

and bring personal charisma with you. You know how to 

use MS office tools and have excellent presentation skills. 

Very good English as well as good German language 

knowledge both in writing and speaking are prerequisites 

for this position. 

Contact: Dietmar Seidenberge, Dietmar.Seidenberg® 

edd.ericsson.se +49 211 534 1339 or Hans-Jiirgen Vratze, 

HansJuergen.Vratz@edd. ericsson.se, +49 211 534 1441, 

Ericsson GmbH, Fritz-Vomfelde-Str. 2640547, Dusseldorf, 

Germany 

ERICSSON LTD, UK 

Commercial Analyst 
• Key responsibilities: The Commercial Analyst will be in

volved in the following areas of work:pricing, business 

cases, market analysis, channel performance, marketing 

strategy initiatives. 

The main responsibilities will be: Development of and 

ownership of comprehensive pricing schedules. Develop

ment of pricing tools. Production of and maintenance of 

business case models. Recording of actual results and 

analysis against business cases. Development and main

tenance of process to define project commercial viability. 

Ownership of key commercial performance data which 

forms the base case for building the ESP, and work closely 

with ESP Champions to develop strategic scenarios 

around this base case which reflect realistic, yet challeng

ing goals. Respond to requests for information from exter

nal market and industry analysts.Preparation and presen

tation of report as required. 

Qualifications / Experience: A degree or equivalent 

qualification in a business related subject. A background 

in business or financial planning. Experience in a large 

matrix multi-national company.ecomms experience desir

able. 

Skills / Competencies: First rate analytical skills. Ability 

to work under pressure and to demanding timescales. 

Ability to communicate effectively at all levels of the busi

ness, including presentations to senior management. 

Flexible approach and teamworker. 

Contact: Recruiting Manager Geoff Payne, +44-1403-

277205, geoff.payne@etl.ericsson.se, HR Contact Llynor 

Rathbone, +44 1403 277557, llynor.rathbone@etl.erics-

son.se 

ERICSSON EUROLAB DEUTSCHLAND G M B H 

(EED)Core Product Unit Application Core (CAPC) Perfor

mance Management Department. 

We are responsible for the CAPCs performance im

provements and performance control. We are a compe

tence center for the operations of CAPC international. We 

are looking for people who like to push improvements of 

methods, tools and processes. We are looking for a 

Process Engineer 
• You will gain deep understanding about the CAPCs op

erations and be driving improvements in the CAPC organ

isation. You are responsible for the engineering of our fu

ture design methods and development environment. 

As a suitable candidate, you should have at least two 

years of software design or process engineering experi

ence within Ericsson and interest in project management. 

Being familiar with the CAPC organisation would be an 

advantage. This position implies the opportunity to travel 

and you should seethis job as a challenge to establish a 

world class environment. 

Methods Coordinator 
We are responsible for the CAPCs performance improve

ments and performance control. We are a competence 

center for operations of CAPC international. We are look

ing for people who like to push improvements of methods, 

tools and processes. 

• You will be leading the change of our operational im

provements into our development projects. You will base

line and monitor the processes used in the CAPC organisa

tion, investigate new tools and prepare for a world class 

work environment. 

As a suitable candidate, you should have at least two 

years of software design or process engineering experience 

within Ericsson preferably within CAPC. You should be 

communicative and a good team player. Any previous expe

rience with methods, audits and project work is appreciat

ed. 

Contact: Human Resources, Simon Seebass, +49 240 7575 

163, eedsims@eed.ericsson.se or CAPC Process Engineer

ing, Karsten Strecke, +49 240 7575 210, eedkst@eed.ehcs-

son.se. 

ERICSSON COMMUNICATIONS ROMANIA SRL 

Was established in 1994 and has today over 200 employ

ees working with all Ericsson products. In 1997 ETR signed 

a contract with Mobifon, one of the mobile operators. This 

year we hove signed another contract with Cosmorom. The 

tempo is very high and our customers ore in o tough com

petitive situation. The tempo is very high and our customers 

are in a tough competitive situation. We are now looking for 

proffesionals for the following positions: 

APZ/IOG Support Engineer 
• We are now looking for an APZ/IO Support Engineer 

within ourSupport group. The objective of the job is to pro

vide technical support in one or more of the system nodes 

that are operational in the customer network such as HLR, 

MSC/VLR, AUC/EIR, SMS, MIN and BSC. The current APZ/IO 

types are APZ 212 11, APZ212 20, APZ212 25,10G 11 and 

10G 20. 

You will also play an active role in providing support and 

advice to the local engineers and build up the local compe

tence. This requires close relationship and interaction with 

the customer, strong technical background that enables the 

APZ/IO engineer to conduct fault analysis, trouble shooting 

and program correction handling in an efficient manner. 

Requirements: You have experience of working within 

Customer Support, a good knowledge of support activities, 

providing emergency and day to day support, trouble report 

handling, trouble-shooting on/off sites, system upgrade. 

You have good command of written and spoken English. 

BSS/SS Support Engineer 
• We are now looking for a new member to our BSS and 

SS teams. The objective of the job is to provide technical 

support in one or more of the system nodes that are opera

tional in the customer network such as HLR, MSC/VLR, 

AUC/EIR, SMS, MIN, BSC and BTS. You will also play anac-

tive role in providing support and advice to the local engi

neers and build up the local competence. This requires 

close relationship and interaction withthe customer, strong 

technical background that enables you to conduct fault 

analysis, trouble shooting and program correction handling 

in an efficient manner. 

Requirements: You have experience of working within 

Customer Support, a good knowledge of support activities 

such as; troubleshooting, writing PLEX/ASA, APZ/IO recov

ery, trouble report handling (MSS and MHS) and system up

grades. You have good command of written and spoken 

English. 

Network Support Group 
Manager 
7he Network Support Group is mainly responsible for the 

24-hour emergency support, the CSR and TR handling and 

correction package rollouts. There are 13 support engineers 

d This is what we ao. 
Computer Boards and Systems 
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leading Processor Architectures 
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in the group working mainly with GSM, but also with NMT 

and fixed networks. We are now looking for anew member 

to run the NSG. 

• The person we are looking for is open-minded and has 

the ability to put in the extra effort when it is needed. You 

will play an active role in providing support and advice to 

the local engineers and build up the local competence. You 

will also be involved in tuning our processes to make the 

NSG more efficient. This requires close relationship and in

teraction with the customer, strong technical background 

that enables you to conduct fault analysis, trouble shooting 

and program correction handling in an efficient manner. 

Requirements: You have experience of working within 

Customer Support, a good knowledge of support activities 

such as troubleshooting, PLEX/ASA, APZ/IOC recovery, trou

ble report handling (MSS and MHS) and system 

updates/upgrades. You have good command of written and 

spoken English. 

Contact: Joakim Karlsson, NSC Manager, Joakim.Karls-

son@etr.ericsson.se or Simona Serban, Human Resource 

Mgr, Simona.Serban® etr.ericsson.se 

ERICSSON SYSTEMS EXPERTISE LTD, ERICSSON 
COMPETENCE SOLUTIONS. IRELAND 

Consultant within O&M or 
Network Design 
There are a number of opportunities for O&M and Network 

Design Consultants in the Network Services Solutions Cen

tre, based in Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland. 

• As a consultant within O&M or Network Design you will 

work in close contact with our end-customers both from 

our office in Dun Laoghaire and on the customers premises 

around the world. Your objective will be to provide world 

class consultancy i.e. assistance, guidance and training, to 

the customer within the O&M or Network Design area. 

Applicants must have a minimum of 3 years' relevant ex

perience. 

Consultants should ideally have experience from one or 

several of the following areas: O&M Consultants: O&M, Data 

communications and AXE/Switch Networks. Network De

sign Consultants: SDH/PDH, ATM, carrier class TCP/IP, giga

bit Ethernet, radio-link, transmission network design, nar

row- and broadband network design. 

The successful individual will have excellent interpersonal 

and communication skills. In addition, the candidate must 

possess excellent analytical, problem-solving and decision

making skills. Consultants must be both technical and peo

ple oriented with a willingness and ability to work in a mul

ticultural environment and be willing to travel globally. 

Technical Trainer 
• Technical Trainers deliver courses in a number of techni

cal areas both in Dun Laoghaire and at overseas locations 

globally. Courses delivered include fixed and mobile net

work training, inligent networks, digital switching systems, 

radio communications, data communications, network 

management, internet applications and general ecoms. 

Applicants must have a minimum of 1-3 years' experi

ence. Advantage will be given to applicants with Datacoms 

experience; experience of AXE, ISDN, UNIX or with ecoms 

and Teaching experience is also sought. 

Applicants with any of the following qualifications are en

couraged to apply. Bachelor, Masters or PhD in 

Electronic/Electrical Engineering, ecommunications, Com

puter Applications, Applied Sciences or Higher Diploma in 

Computer Science and Higher Diploma in Education. 

The successful individual will have excellent interperson

al, presentation and communication (both oral and written) 

skills, along with strong self-motivation. In addition, the can

didate must possess excellent analytical, problem-solving 

and decision-making skills. Technical trainers must be both 

technical and people oriented with a willingness and ability 

to work in a multicultural environment. 

If you are interested in the above positions, and feel that 

you can satisfy the requirements of the jobs, please apply to 

the undersigned immediay. 

As a screening process based on applications will take 

place, it may not be necessary to interview all applicants. 

Please send applications to the undersigned. 

Application: Sarah Barry, EEI/TH, Human Resource Special

ist, Adelphi Centre, Upper Georges Street, Dun Laoghaire, 

Co. Dublin. Ireland. 

eeisbay@eei.ericsson.se 

M U CARIBBEAN, JAMAICA 

Project Manager - Jamaica 
and Cayman Islands 
The MU Caribbean is responsible for marketing and deliv

eries of Ericsson products in the Caribbean region covering 

an area of 230,000 square kilometres and with a popula

tion of 27 million people. Activities are carried out from of

fices in Puerto Rico, Jamaica and Curacao. 

• We are looking for a Project Manager to handle the con-

tinuos expansions of the cellular networks (TDMA) in Ja

maica and Cayman Islands. The position will be based in 

our office in Kingston, Jamaica. 

The Project Manager should have several years of experi

ence of managing implementation of cellular networks -

preferably in developing countries.The candidate should al

so have excellent skills in the English language - both in 

writing and verbally. 

Contact: Arne Palmkvist, Director Project Management, MU 

Caribbean+1 787 758 1770, Kerstin Efraimsson, HR-depart

ment +1 787 758 1770 ext. 242 

Radio Network Design 
and Performance 
Improvement Engineer 
• We are looking for a Radio Network Design and Perfor

mance Improvement Engineer. The candidate will be work

ing with both design of new cellular systems and optimisa

tion of existing systems. The work will be performed in 

close cooperation with the RF Engineers from the operators. 

Most of the work will take place in Puerto Rico but some 

traveling might be required for both design and optimisa

tion work. 

Sale support regarding new systems as well as for expan

sions will be requested from and performed in close coop

eration with local KAM, NAM and LPM's. 

Responsibilities: Running measurements in the switch, 

analyse data and give the customer recommendations for 

performance improvements. Support the customer in 

cellplanning for system expansions. Frequency planning for 

new sites as well as network retunes. 

Requirements: 2-3 years experience within cellplanning 

and optimisation, preferably from CMS8800 systems. Expe

rience of EET/Planet and/or TEMS Cellplanner. Knowledge 

about AXE statistical measurements and postprocessing 

tools. CMOS experience, especially Performance Manage

ment. Experience of drive-testing using TEMS tools. 

Contact: Tommy Winlöf, Manager Radio Network Desing 

Opt, +1787 758 1770, tommy.winlof@ericsson.comSergio 

Sequeda, Director Proffesional Service, +1 787 758 1770, 

sergio.sequeda@ericsson.com, Kerstin Efraimsson, HR-dept. 

+ 1 787 758 1770, Kerstin.efraimsson@era.ericsson.se. 

ERICSSON (CHINA) COMPANY LTD. 

Project Manager -
China, Beijing 
China is Ericsson's second largest market The SA-FSC in 

Beijing (Peking) is responsible for all CSM software supply 

towards our customers in China Mainland, Hong Kong and 

Macao. Exciting products like IN (Inligent Networks) and 

GPRS are to be introduced with the next release. 

• To our Project Office we need a: Project Manager for SS 

R8.0 INDUS, with the responsibility to manage the next 

Switching System supply project. China a FOA for the SS 

R8.0 release. The project would require that you work close

ly together with EED in Germany and other subprojects in 

Australia, Finland and Spain. Some oversees as well as do

mestic travelling would be needed. 

As project management tool we use PROPS. 

We would like to see that you have previous experience 

from similar software supply projects. You have the ability to 

fully drive tough projects, you are organised and a good co

ordinator and you are keen to work in a different culture. 

Beijing is an interesting and nice city in which to live. You 

will have no problems to stay here either as a bachelor or 

with a family. 

Contact: Dan-Erik Grobecker, +86 10 6460 1122, dan-

erik.grobecker@etc.ericsson.se or Joakim Holmer, +86 10 

6460 1122, joakim.holmer@etc. ericsson.se 

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm*: 
ERICSSON UTVECKLINGS AB 

BOARD DESIGNER 
Ericsson Utvecklings AB (UAB) has total responsibility for 

the continuing development of AXE as a core platform prod

uct for public networks, fixed and mobile. It is the task of 

UAB to supply Ericsson and its customers with competitive 

ecommunication platform products, service and support to 

enhance their profitability. UAB is the company with re

sponsibility for integrated AXE subsystems, including tech

nology, engineering, software, methods, tools and training. 

The company employs about 2.000 highly qualified profes

sionals. Design, development and production is mainly per

formed at company units in Stockholm and Östersund but 

also in a number of Ericsson design centers around the 

world. 

The Processor Systems on Silicon unit is a competence 

centre for Ericsson Utveckling AB (UAB) within ASIC design. 

We hove customers within the entire Ericsson Corporation 

worldwide. 

The latest technology in challenging projects 

• We are currently searching for an engineer who wants to 

work with the latest in board technology. Our projects re

quire very high speed, ball grid arrays and advanced 10. We 

work with state-of-the-art multi layer boards, BGA with 

>1100 balls, dense RAM and high speed interconnect. Your 

task will be to take the full grip on the level above the ASIC. 

Work includes all levels of design such as: Systemization on 

higher level, schematic capture, board floor plan, critical lay

out guidelines. Transmission design, simulation and mea

surements both thermal, EMC and power. The work will al

so cover component issues, building practice and to interact 

with our production unit in Östersund. 

You will get extensive training and educational sessions 

to cope with today's and future challenges and the system 

of silicon approach. 

QUALIFICATIONS: You have a Master of Science degree 

and you are experienced designer with high knowledge in 

stated fields. A self going 'solid rock' in all aspects of physi

cal and electrical implementation. 

Contact: B/HPC Pär Asplund, +46 8 727 38 91, ParAs-

plund@uab.ericsson.se. 

Hardware Design And 
Computer Architecture 
• We are looking for: You who wants to work with ad

vanced hardware design and computer architecture in chal

lenging projects. Your work will be in the areas of: system 

design, specification, digital implementation and verifica

tion. You will have the possibility to follow the different 

stages in the design work and become specialized in the ar

eas that you find most interesting. Our unit provides core 

competence for processor systems designs developed at 

UAB. 

We expect a lot from You! In order to be in the leading 

edge both now and in the future we focus on keeping a 

high competence level. This will be provided to you both by 

education session but also by your own initiative in seeking 

information and knowledge. 

Are You interested in designing the next generation sys

tem ASICs that will be the heart ofthe next ecommunication 

systems, contact us now! 

QUALIFICATIONS: You have a Master of Science degree, 

experience from digital hardware design of ASIC or FPGA. 

Deep knowledge and genuine interest of modern computer 

architecture with focus on high performance computer sys

tem. 

Contact: B/HC Erik Dagemark, +46 705 93 44 26, 

Erik.Dagemark@uab.ericsson.se or B/HPC Pär Asplund, +46 

8 727 38 91, Par.Asplund@uab.ericsson.se. Application: Er

icsson Utvecklings AB, Att: Birgitta Friis, Box 1505, S-125 25 

SWEDEN, birgitta.friis@uab.ericsson.se 

ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEMS AB, 
KISTA, STOCKHOLM 

ERICSSON SOUTH AFRICA(PTY) LTD (ESA) 

ESA is currently staffing the organization to handle the 3:rd 

mobile license business opportunity. We are now offering 

major opportunities for qualified candidates: Customer Pro

ject manager, Mobile Network Design Engineer and Radio 

Network Designer. 

Customer Project Manager 
• As a Project manager you will plan and run implementa

tion projects. You will be responsible for planning, follow up 

and finishing all activities to fulfill the contracted budget in 

accordance with the customer and our own expectations. 

The project management will include relations with many 

internal and external subcontractors. 

You should posse qualifications that make it easy for you 

to motivate, inspire and guide the project team members. 

You are an experienced and recognized leader as well as an 

active member of the project team and a 5-year experience 

in managing mobile system projects. 

Radio Network Designer 
• As an RND Engineer at ESA you will be working with 

nominal cell plans, radio coverage predictions, frequency 

planning, site surveys, site nominations, RF measurements, 

BSS parameter settings and initial tuning. 

We want you to have minimum 3 years of relevant expe

rience. 

Mobile Network Design 
Engineer 
• You have the knowledge of input and output data for a 

mobile network design department, features in different re

leases and their connection and impact on HW in different 

nodes, how to interpreted RFQ's. You also have experience 

from computer based tool and measurement instruments in 

this area and a good sense of customer orientation. 

Relevant to all positions. You will be based in Johannes

burg, South Africa, and the assignment is for 6 months to 

start with. After a successful full time period the assignment 

could be extended. We are looking for persons that are in

dependent, self-motivated with strong communication 

skills. You should have a university degree, preferably a MSc, 

fluency in written and spoken English and extensive experi

ence from international assignments of this type. 

We would like to receive your application not later than 

by the last of October 1999. 

Contact: Jaan Warnhoff, +27 83 212 3007, mobile +27 83 

212 4552, jaan.warnhoff@etx.ericsson.se, Mats Storsten, 

+48 8 7573905, mats.stor-sten@era.ericsson.se. Applica

tion: Ericsson Radio Systems AB, KI/ERA/LI/HA Lise-Lotte 

Ramneby, 164 80 Stockholm, lise-lotte.ramneby@era.erics-

son.se 

ERICSSON CANADA 

System Support Staff 
The Ericsson Global Support Competence Center for TDMA 

Systems (TAC-1), located in Montreal, Canada, is recruiting 

troubleshooters that specialize in Radio Networking Prod

ucts. The team handles customer service requests (CSR's) 

from various Ericsson Local Support offices in North and 

South America. There are opportunities to work with Radio 

Base Station, Radio Networking and Radio Performance 

products; including RBS884, RNM, OSS and CDPD. 

• The expectations put upon you as part of our 2nd line 

support team will be demanding and challenging. You will 

handle system disturbances, faults, and consultations. You 

will be required to travel in the supported markets, as well 

as participate in technical help desk and on-call rotations. 

The experience that you will gain regarding customer inter

face during crises will be unparalleled, your contact network 

will be enhanced tremendously, and your technical compe

tence with respect to the supported products will be su

perb. 

We are offering long term contracts (1-2 years) or local 

positions starting as soon as possible to those individuals 

that exhibit the attitude and technical knowledge that we 

require. Fluency in English is a must, good Spanish knowl

edge is appreciated. Carpe Diem. 

Contact: Andrew Simon, System Support Mgr - Radio, Erics

son Global Support, Andrew.Simon® ericsson.com, +1 514 

345 7809, Fax:+1 514 345 7990 

ERICSSON COMUNICACOES LDA. 
LISBON, PORTUGAL 

BSS System Support 
Engineer 
Ericsson comunicacoes Lda in Portugal is looking for a BSS 

system support engineer to join the BSS support team in 

our Customer Services Division, based in Lisbon. 

Ericsson in Portugal is supplier of BSS equipment for all 

three GSM operators. Our support organisation is estab

lished since 1992. 

• Main responsibilities: You have to be involved in all main 

FSC customer support processes: CSR Handling (TR and 

Consultation), Emergency service (on-call) and SW Update. 

Participation in other FSC activities like SW rollouts, Demos 

may also be required. Competence transfer to the local staff 

is another very important task. 

Requirements: At least 4 years technical experience 

working with GSM BSS system, preferably with system sup

port. Good system knowledge and SW troubleshooting 

skills. Knowledge of support processes and tools. Good 

written and spoken english. Good communication skills. Ex

perience with OSS applications and remote loading tech

niques are appreciated. 

Application: Carlos Ferreira, carlos.ferreira@sep. 

ericsson.se,+351 1 4466194, or LuizOfner, 

luiz.ofner@sep.ericsson.se,+351 1 4466288. Address: Erics

son Comunicacoes, Lda. Edificio Infante D. Henrique, Quinta 

da Fonte - Porto Salvo, 2780 - 730 Paco de Arcos - PORTU

GAL 

iui.mmmmmmmmmMMa»immmmmmm 
ERICSSON INC, RICHARDSON, TEXAS, USA 

Product Engineer I I I 
• Job Requirement: Bachelors Degree in Engineering or 

Computer Science. 2+ years experience in OSS/NMS sys

tems. 6+ years wireless ecommunications experience. TD

MA preferred. Product management or marketing experi

ence a plus. 

Occasional overtime and travel required. Excellent com

munication skills and customer focus required. 

Job Description: Provide expertise in the function, mar

keting, product introduction, and project issues rerlated to 

the TDMA OSS products. Responsible for providing cus

tomer and sales/marketing support. Responsible for cus

tomer requirement evaluations, presentations, and technical 

discussions. Provide documentation to internal and external 

customers. 

Contact: Lesley Regalado, Ericsson Recruiter Staffing De

partment +1972 583 0786, lesley.regalado@ericsson.com, 

Fax: +1972 583 1804, Pager/voice +1 888-498 2153. 

ERICSSON LEBANON 

Managerial Opportunities 
in the Middle East 
The newly established Ericsson Regional Office in the Mid

dle East is seeking experienced, competent and highly moti

vated managers in the areas of Finance, Communications 

and Information Technology. 

• The managers of these functions will closely work, inter

act and lead resources of the Ericsson Market Units in the 

Middle East in the respective areas and thus establish 

Shared Services Units in these fields. 

The candidates should have good experience and proven 

track record in the specific area of interest, leadership skills, 

understanding or interest of Middle Eastern culture and 

preferably experience of the region. 

We are also seeking experienced, competent and highly 

motivated managers in the areas of Human Resources, 

Strategic Planning, Customers Solutions in the Operators 

Business Segment. 
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The managers of these functions will closely work, inter

act and lead resources of the Ericsson Market Units in the 

Middle East in the respective areas and thus establish 

Shared Services Units in these fields. 

The candidates should have good Ericsson knowledge, 

experience and proven track record in the specific area of 

interest, leadership skills, understanding or interest of Mid

dle Eastern culture and preferably experience of the region. 

Contact: Nael Salah, Regional Manager nael.salah@lme.er-

icsson.se. Application latest 991015: Christine Andrea, Hu

man Resources Manager, xtine.andrea@ericsson.com 

COMPANIA A N O N I M A ERICSSON, 

VENEZUELA 

Manager Installation 
Engineering RBS at RIC, 
Regional Implementation 
Center, Venezuela 
• We are looking for a Manger for our RBS Installation En

gineering department in RIC. The RIC, Regional Implemen

tation Center is a resource center to supply region Americas 

with competent resources within the areas of engineering, 

installation and test. RIC mainly works with TDMA system 

customer projects. 

You are responsible for RBS engineering activities and 

that required processes and methods are followed. Also of 

your groups competence development, hiring new staff, and 

plan resources for customer projects in the region. You 

need to be committed to transfer knowledge and train local 

engineers. 

You will report to RIC manger. Your work will lead you in

to daily contacts with MU's in the region. This requires good 

skills in written and spoken English and Spanish. Good 

knowledge, at least 3-5 years experience, of RBS engineer

ing as well as experience of managing staff. 

You will be what we call "a working manager" which 

means that you will work in some of our projects when 

needed and to train new staff. You need to be able to take 

the initiate and meet our common goals. Your colleagues 

will be a few other expatriates and Venezuelan engineers. 

We are ready to offer a 1-2 year contract to the right person 

and the position is available immediay. 

Contact: Helena Kvist, +58 2 273 0395 helena.kvist@cev.er-

icsson.se. Luis Gonzalez CEV/OTC +58 2 273 0146, fax +58 

2 273 0116, luis.gonzalez@cev.ericsson.se. Application: Re

gional Implementation Center, Compania Anonima Erics

son, Centra Empresarial Parque del Este, Av. Francisco de 

Miranda, La Carlota, Apartado 70516, Caracas 1071, 

VENEZUELA 

ERICSSON TAIWAN LTD. TAIPEI, TAIWAN 

SS Product Manager 
Ericsson Taiwan welcomes you to join the exciting ecommu-

nication market of Taiwan. The truly competitive market of

fers a mobile user more than 4 different GSM operators to 

choose from, and has increased the penetration from 7% to 

over 30% in one and a half year. The strong economy con-

tinuos to push the development of new services forward at 

a speed that is rarely seen elsewhere in the world. 

The Far Eas Tone customer account is one of three mobile 

accounts at Ericsson Taiwan and supports an island wide 

dualband GSM network. The customer has successfully 

launched Prepaid and value added services such as real

time financial information, and will within short launch ISP, 

WAP and MVPN. They are also aggressively pursuing GPRS 

on their way to 3C. In order to continue to support the suc

cess of our customer we are now looking for a SS Product 

Manager. 

• You will be part of a product management team to iden

tify customer needs and potential opportunities and to be 

responsible for promoting and managing products and so

lutions in the area of SS (MSC, HLR, AUC, STP, Transit) to

wards the customer. You will enjoy and continue to build 

the close relationship with the customer of one of the 

world's biggest dualband (GSM900 and GSM 1800) systems 

supplied by Ericsson. A close interaction internally with Mar-

keting&Sales and Project Management is one of the keys to 

successfully manage the opportunities. You will further on 

develop local product knowledge at both the customer and 

at Ericsson Taiwan. 

You have at least 5 years experience in ecommunications. 

GSM knowledge is preferred. You have at least 3 years expe

rience of AXE, preferably operational in the role of LPM or 

0PM. Experience of customer relations is preferred. You are 

independent, self-motivated, analytical and business mind

ed. You have excellent communication skills and English 

speaking and writing skills. Mandarin Chinese is a plus. 

Contact: Human Resources Mgr of Product Management & 

Engineering: Tomas Ageskog,+886 931 161 989, 

tomas.ageskog@ert.ericsson.se 

OICINET AMERICAS 

Global Network Solutions 
Manager for Diginet 
Americas 
Ericsson recently won a contract with the US based opera

tor Diginet Americas initially worth about 100 MUSD. Dig

inet Americas will operate IP networks in South America, 

and are currently expanding in Argentina, Brazil and 

Colombia. The company intend to further expand its busi

ness to cover also Peru, Venezuela and Panama. Diginet 

will operate an IP network combined with fixed radio access 

(mini link), and are mainly focusing on capturing the ex

pansive corporate business segment within each country. 

A Global Account Team will be established in Miami, 

Florida, to co-ordinate the activities between Diginet Ameri

cas and Ericsson, operating in close co-operation with the 

local KAM organisations in each local Ericsson market con

cerned. 

We are now seeking candidates for a position as a Glob

al Network Solutions Manager for the global account to be 

based in Miami. 

• Global Network Solutions Manager (GNSM) - Role and 

Responsibilities: Overall responsibility for the customer net

work design and evolution. Liaison towards the customer 

Chief Technical Officer on network issues. Liaison with Erics-

Are You Thinking Ahead 
or Getting Ahead? 

If you're interested in getting ahead, you should be looking 

for a company that thinks ahead. 

Ericsson Microwave Systems is that company. We are a 

large company that supports several other development 

companies. 

The unit responsible for the development and market

ing of radio links for mobile telephony (under the prod

uct name MINI-LINK) is particularly successful. This 

unit has made MINI-LINK a world leader in its field 

with sales operations in over 100 countries. And because 

we work in a growth area, expansion is expected to con

tinue. We are now looking for several new team players 

to support this expansion. 

Our success is reflected in our tempo and in our atmo

sphere. Things happen quickly around here, and there is 

always lots to do. We work in small groups on relatively 

short projects, which means that we don't have to wait 

for results. The environment is relaxed with plenty of 

room for individual initiative. And we always have fun! 

Think about the possibilities! 

Take a look at these job opportunities: 

• System Sales and Marketing. You will be responsible 

for your own sales results in local markets. You'll be ex

pected to set up and implement goals in cooperation with 

local companies. 

Ideally, you are a graduate engineer or you have a 

business degree. Preferably, you have some experience. 

You are outgoing and you like a fast pace. Travel to cus

tomer sites is of course part of the job. Contact Ulf 

Börjesson, 031-747 3440, ulf.borjesson@emw.ericsson.se 

or Dennis Andersson, 031-747 1543, with e-mail address 

dennis.andersson@emw.ericsson.se. 

Ref. No. 00-165. 

• Customer Solutions. This job requires you to tailor 

systems solutions for individual customers. You will also 

assist the Marketing Business Managers with customer 

presentations, reports and the technical support of MINI-

LINK products. This is a job with great international 

development potential in the expanding market of mobile 

telephony and data communications. 

You should be a graduate engineer with wide-ranging 

technical know-how in this field. You've got great com

munications skills in Swedish or in English. Competency 

in additional languages is definitely an asset. Contact 

Aldo Bolle, 031-747 0229, aldo.bolle@emw.ericsson.se 

Ref. No. 99-166. 

• Software Development. You will paticipate in system 

studies as well as design, implementation and testing of 

software. We develop both realtime and management 

software for the MINI-LINK product group. The future 

is exciting. We are face to face with the development of 

the next generation's radio links. We are researching the 

possibility of introducing new technologies such as 

JAVA, TCP/IP, HTTP, etc., and we need reinforcements. 

Are you up to the challenge? Contact Anders Ekvall, 

031-747 0809, anders.ekvall@emw.ericsson.se or Anna 

Westin, 031-747 0249, anna.westin@emw.ericsson.se 

Ref. No. 99-167. 

For further information, please contact a member of our 

Personnel team: Eva Backlund-Strid, 031-747 2469, 

eva.backlund-strid@emw.ericsson.se or Annika Bergbom, 

031-747 3349, annika.bergbom@emw.ericsson.se 

Union representatives are: for CF, Agneta Groth, 031-

747 3619, and for SIF, Elisabeth Thunman Widenberg, 

031-747 1525. 

Forward your C.V., including reference number, by Octo

ber 29 to Ericsson Microwave Systems AB, Personnel 

Department, 431 84 Mölndal, or send us an e-mail at 

jobs@emw.ericsson.se 

Ericsson Microwave Systems is a specialist in microwave 

technology and high-speed electronics. We bring together 

our main specialist skills—high-frequency technology, 

signal processing and high-speed electronics—in products 

and systems within the defense electronics and telecom

munications sectors. Ericsson Microwave Systems is respon

sible for Ericsson's research and development in the fields 

of microwave and high-speed electronics. 

You are welcome to visit Ericsson Microwave Systems at 

www.ericsson.se/microwave 

Make yourself heard. 
ERICSSON 
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son BU's technical departments. Liaison towards Ericsson 

local companies. In technical marketing & sales role, be re

sponsible for technical seminars, customer interaction etc. 

Have the relevant competence about the customers net

work and Ericsson's product evolution in the areas con

cerned. Drive and negotiate technical issues with the cus

tomer on a global level. Drive global prizing issues with re

gard to technical matters. 

The following background and competence is required to 

fill the position: A minimum of 3 - 5 years experience in a 

similar Network Solution Management role on local or glob

al level. Extensive knowledge about IP/Data Networks archi

tectures. Thorough knowledge about Ericsson IP/Data prod

uct portfolios including future developments. Documented 

experience in customer negotiation and customer interac

tion. Spanish and/or Portuguese language skills will is seen 

as an advantage but not a must. 

Contracts Manager for 
Diginet Americas 
We are now seeking candidates for the position of Con

tracts Manager for the global account, to be based in Mia

mi. 

• The following responsibilities fall under the Contracts 

Manager position: 

Provide ongoing legal advice and support, including draft

ing and negotiation of commercial contracts. Act as cus

tomer liaison in negotiating contractual and commercial is

sues. Provide in-house advice and support on all matters re

lating to the global account's business transactions. Liaise 

with external legal advisors and LME legal support. Define 

contractual obligations for the global account, local compa

nies, and ensure compliance with corporate legal policies. 

Competence and Background: The following background 

and competence is required for the position: A recognised 

formal legal qualification, ideally with a business dimension. 

A minimum of 2-3 years experience in a similar position, 

encompassing both a legal and a commercial role. Excellent 

communication skills, ability to negotiate at the highest lev

el. 

The role, while substantially legal in nature, will require 

considerable commercial acumen, including an apprecia

tion of pricing and business issues. 

Contact: Martin Sjöstrand, Global Account Manager for Dig

inet Americas lmimasj@eei. ericsson.se 
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ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEMS AB, KISTA 

System Handling Leader 
to San Diego 
Ericsson is establishing development of an IS-95 based sys

tem, CMS! 1, in San Diego, California.One major task is 

defining the product structure of the new system and intro

ducing the mystery of PRIM, CASK etc to the former Qual-

comm emplyees, along with 1095 document structures and 

all other things that are required to manage a large prod

uct line. 

• One major task is defining the product structure of the 

new system and introducing the mystery of PRIM, GASK etc 

to the former Qualcomm emplyees, along with 1095 docu

ment structures and all other things that are required to 

manage a large product line. 

This is not a managerial position, but requires a large por

tion of own initiative and an ability to make contacts and 

educate other people. 

Contact: Håkan Djuphammar, +46 8 757 03 84, 

hakan.djuphammar@era.ericsson.se. Application: 

R/H1233, Ericsson Radio Systems AB, R/HS Inger Holmgren, 

SE-164 80 Stockholm, ansokan.PU-WRN@era.ericsson.se. 

ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEMS AB, KISTA 

Product Marketing 
Managers In Malaysia 
ERA CSM Systems Product Units BTS, BSS, CSS and PSS will 

locate part of our Marketing and Sales Support for China 

and Asia-Pacific in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Our goal is to 

enhance sales by giving expertise support to the Market 

Units in the same time zone and region. 

• The positions, which are long-term (lyear) contracts, are 

open for individuals fulfilling the following qualifications: 

Vast experience from products and solutions and extensive 

contact network within the concerned Product Unit. Vast ex

perience from customer meetings and presentations 

through Sales and/or Marketing of GSM products. University 

degree or corresponding education/training acquired 

through job experience. Communication skills and fluency 

in English. Self motivated and driving with good co-opera

tion skills. 

The job includes on-site support to our Market Units in 

China 8. Asia-Pacific. Thus, extensive travelling within the re

gion is required. 

Contact all positions: Per Arvidsson, +46 70 514 0872 or 

+46 8 404 8115, per,arvidsson@era.ericsson.se. BTS: Mona 

Benlaib, +46 070 577 2529 or +46 8 404 7621, mona.ben-

laib@era.ericsson.se. BSS: Per Arvidsson, +46 70 514 0872 

or +46 8 404 8115, per.arvidsson@era.ericsson.se. CSS: Jo

han Dahlström, +46 70 340 3150 or +46 8 757 24 21, jo-

han.dahlstrom@era.ericsson.se. PSS: Kjell Arvidsson, +46 70 

561 3346 or +46 8 757 0999, kjell.arvidsson@era.erics-

son.se. Application: Ericsson Radio Systems AB, LV/MS, 

Monica Wänseth, 164 80 STOCKHOLM, 

monica.wänseth@era.ericsson.se. 

ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEMS AB, SUNDBYBERG 

Do You want to work in Africa 
as a Project controller? 
We now have interesting challenges for you within our new 

CSM-contracts in Afrika. 

9 You will participate in the projects having the controlling 

responsibility during the implementation. This means imple

menting correct invoicing procedures, budgets and cost fol

low-ups, internal administrative routines and tools and in 

general represent the financial competence needed within 

the project management team. As this is a demanding posi

tion you must be flexible and sensitive in your relation to

wards the customer and the project team. You should also 

be familiar with the ERICSSON way of working and have a 

strong personal drive and be creative in finding solutions. 

Contact: Bengt Franzén, +46 8 404 7943, bengtfranzen® 

era.ericsson.se, Fredrik Westman, +46 8 585 34623, fredrik. 

westman@era.ericsson.se. Application: Ericsson Radio Sys

tems AB, SG/ERA/LP/H Anita Malmström Wallner, 164 80 

STOCKHOLM, anita.malmstrom-wallner@era.ericsson.se. 

ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEMS AB, STOCKHOLM 

Senior Support Engineer, 
PSTN to Ukraina 
Ericsson Ukraine (UKR) is a young company with business 

in the Ukrainian market covering a wide range of Ericsson 

products. The head office is located in Kiev, the capital, 

which is a very green city with turn of the century architec

ture and pleasant atmosphere. We are now offering the fol

lowing possibilities in our Field Support Organisation, locat

ed in Kiev: 

• Objectives: To ensure customer satisfaction by delivery of 

quality products & services, and adherence to the Ericsson 

values of perseverance, respect & professionalism. 

Main responsibilities: Take care of 2 private operators 

(TIK, Optima), 1 AXE each and Ukrainian Railway (UZ), 2 

AXEs. Negotiations with Optima and UZ are underway for 

additional AXEs. 

Responsibilities: To act as mentor for less experienced 

staff. To participate in emergency duty. To be able to carry 

out all activities without supervision. To be fully conversant 

with the procedures and processes required to carry out the 

task. To lead investigations of system problems. To under

stand the importance of customer relations. To participate 

in technical meetings and lead them if required. To be able 

to solve complex faults. To further develop a network of 

contacts within Ericsson. To actively promote and assist in 

competence development of less experienced staff. 

Requirements for the Job: Technical degree or equivalent 

experience. Requirements for senior system engineer must 

be fulfilled. Minimum two years in Ericsson as senior system 

engineer. Ability to work in a team and lead it if 

necessary.Level 7 in oral and written English (scale 1-10). 

Willingness to travel as required by the job. Practical knowl

edge of tools and instrument currently used as required by 

job. 

Authorities: To write emergency corrections. To approve 

software solutions written by less experienced staff. To re

ject TR/CSR answers without consultation. To approve the 

release of documents and upgrade/update packages. To 

contact external (eg.GRC) help-desks when necessary. 

Senior Support Engineer, 
TDMA to Ukraina 
• Objectives To ensure customer satisfaction by deliver of 

quality products & services, and adherence to the Ericsson 

values of perseverance, respect & professionalism. Main re

sponsibilities: Take care of 1 private TDMA operator (DCC) 

with 6 MSCs and 30 000 subs. Negotiations with DCC re

garding service contract are underway. 

Responsibilities: To act as mentor to less experienced 

staff. To participate in emergency duty. To be able to carry 

out all activities without supervision. To be fully conversant 

with the procedures and processes required to carry out the 

task. To lead investigations of system problems. To under

stand the importance of customer relations. To participate 

in technical meetings and lead them if required. To be able 

to solve complex faults. To further develop a network of 

contacts within Ericsson. To actively promote and assist in 

competence development of less experienced staff. 

Requirements for the Job: Technical degree or equivalent 

experience. Requirements for senior system engineer must 

be fulfilled. Minimum two years in Ericsson as senior system 

engineer. 

Ability to work in a team and lead it if necessary. Level 7 

in oral and written English (scale 1-10). Willingness to travel 

as required by the job. Practical knowledge of tools and in

strument currently used as required by job. 

Authority: To write emergency corrections. To approve 

software solutions written by less experienced staff. To re

ject TR/CSR answers without consultation. To approve the 

release of documents and upgrade/update packages. To 

contact external (eg.GRC) help-desks when necessary. 

FSO Manager to Ukraina 
Ericsson Ukraine (UKR) is a young company with business 

in the Ukrainian market covering a wide range of Ericsson 

products. The head office is located in Kiev, the capital, 

which is a very green city with turn of the century architec

ture and pleasant atmosphere. UKR FSO is a multisystem 

FSO (TDMA, GSM, PSTN) with wide range of customers -

from private Joint Venture operators with international own

ership to Sovjet style state companies. 

• Objectives: To be accountable and responsible for the ef

ficient running of the unit and to ensure customer satisfac

tion by delivering of quality products & services, and ad ad

herence to the Ericsson values of perseverance, respect & 

professionalism. 

Responsibilities: To manage the unit on a day to day ba

sis. To report the activities of the unit to the head of the de

partment. To approve agreements with other parties within 

the own area of responsibility. To ensure that the FSO Office 

Binder with technical procedures and guidelines is main

tained at the latest level. To participate in staffing the unit 

with competent personnel through internal and external re

cruitment, in line with the budget. To participate in setting 

up the objectives for the unit. To conduct regular unit meet

ings. To ensure that all activities within the unit meet the Er

icsson quality standards. To handle personnel issues such as 

competence development, resource planning and to run PD 

talks for unit staff. To motivate staff, build a unit spirit and 

encourage the Ericsson values to ensure an enthusiastic 

overall climate within the unit. To ensure that performance 

criteria as outlined in any Service Agreements are adhered 

to. To be a role model for unit staff. To maintain good cus

tomer relations. To be prepared to act for department man

ager as required. 

Job Requirements: Minimum a technical degree or equiv

alent experience. At least 6 years experience of working in 

the Telecommunication Industry of which at least four years 

in Ericsson. Level 8 in oral and written English (scale 1-10). 

Good knowledge of documentation control. Good knowl

edge of ISO 9001 standards. Willingness to travel as re

quired by job. 

Authority: To approve over-time. To sign travel orders 

within the country. To roll-outs of released packages. To allo

cate resources. To approve expenses in line with guidelines 

from Finance department. 

Contact: Anders Briandt, +380 67 220 3414, 

anders.briandt@ukr.ericsson.se 

ERICSSON TELECOMMUNICATIONS R O M A N I A 

was established in 1994 and has today over 200 employ

ees working with all Ericsson products. In 1997 ETR signed 

a contract with Mobifon, one of the mobile operators. This 

year we have signed another contract with Cosmorom. The 

tempo is very high and our customers are in a tough com

petitive situation. The tempo is very high and our customers 

are in a tough competitive situation. We are now looking for 

proffesionals for the following positions: 

APZ/IO Support Engineer 
within our Support group 
• The objective of the job is to provide technical support in 

one or more of the system nodes that are operational in the 

customer network such as HLR, MSC/VLR, AUC/EIR, SMS, 

MIN and BSC. The current APZ/IO types are APZ 212 11, APZ 

212 20, APZ 212 25, IOG 11 and IOC 20. 

You will also play an active role in providing support and 

advice to the local engineers and build up the local compe

tence. This requires close relationship and interaction with 

the customer, strong technical background that enables the 

APZ/IO engineer to conduct fault analysis, trouble shooting 

and program correction handling in an efficient manner. 

Requirements: You have experience of working within 

Customer Support, a good knowledge of support activities, 

providing emergency and day to day support, trouble report 

handling, troubleshooting on/off sites, system upgrade. You 

have good command of written and spoken English. 

A new member to our BSS 
and SS teams 
• The objective of the job is to provide technical support in 

one or more of the system nodes that are operational in the 

customer network such as HLR, MSC/VLR, AUC/EIR, SMS, 

MIN, BSC and BTS. You will also play anactive role in provid

ing support and advice to the local engineers and build up 

the local competence. This requires close relationship and 

interaction with the customer, strong technical background 

that enables you to conduct fault analysis, trouble shooting 

and program correction handling in an efficient manner. 

Requirements: You have experience of working within 

Customer Support, a good knowledge of support activities 

such as; troubleshooting writing PLEX/ASA, APZ/IO recov

ery, trouble report handling (MSS and MHS) and system up

grades. You have good command of written and spoken 

English. 

Network Support Group 
Manager 
• The Network Support Group is mainly responsible for the 

24-hour emergency support, the CSP and TR handling and 

correction package rollouts. There are 13 support engineers 

in the group working mainly with GSM, but also with NMT 

and fixed networks. We are now looking for a new member 

to run the NSG. 

The person we are looking for is open-minded and has 

the ability to put in the extra effort when it is needed. You 

will play an active role in providing support and advice to 

the local engineers and build up the local competence. You 

will also be involved in tuning our processes to make the 

NSG more efficient. This requires dose relationship and in

teraction with the customer, strong technical background 

that enables you to conduct fault analysis, trouble shooting 

and program correction handling in an efficient manner. 

Requirements: You have experience of working within 

Customer Support, a good knowledge of support activities 

such as troubleshooting PLEX/ASA, APZ/IOG recovery, trou

ble report handling (MSS and MHS) and system 

updates/upgrades. You have good command of written and 

spoken English. 

Contact: Joakim Karlsson, NSG Manager, Joakim.Karls-

son@etr.ericsson.se or Simona Serban, Human Resource 

Manager, Simona.Serban@etr.ericsson.se 

ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEMS AB, KISTA 

GSM Operation & 
Maintenance 
Product Unit BSS is responsible for the global development 

and profitability of the CSM Base Station System and GSM 

Operation and Maintenance. 

We - at Strategic Product Management GSM O&M - have 

the full live-cycle responsibility of CSM OSS, Ericsson's net

work element management system for the CSM network 

sold to over 100 customers in 50 countries. Our next gener

ation system will combine the management of the CSM as 

well as the UTRAN WCDMA network elements. Due to the 

nature of our mission we work highly cross-organisationally 

to align strategies with other Product Units and to improve 

our understanding of future opportunities. 

• We are now looking for an additional person to join our 

team of 10 product managers. In this challenging position 

you will deal with: product strategies. Requirements on 

products. Customer business cases. Product plans and pro

grams. Early marketing towards our local companies 

To be able to take on this responsibility, you should have 

several years of background of O&M and network manage

ment preferably from earlier assignments in design and as a 

market representative (LPM). Your sound knowledge of 

modern software architectures, protocols and IT trends 

gives you the base to drive technology deployment for our 

new O&M framework. 

Your understanding of our customer needs in the area of 

network management lets you take the right strategy deci

sions and helps you to communicate to the markets. If you 

are a highly motivated, driving person with excellent inter

personal and communication skills, this is your career op

portunity to have an impact on the future! 

Contact: Stefan Spaar, +46 8 757 1875, Benita Nilsson, +46 

8 757 1914. Application: Kerstin Almblad, Ericsson Radio 

Systems AB, LV/HS, 164 80 STOCKHOLM, 

kerstin.almblad@era.ericsson.se. 

ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEMS AB, KISTA 

ESA is currently staffing the organization to handle the 3:rd 

mobile license business opportunity. We are now offering 

major opportunities for qualified candidates: Customer Pro

ject manager, Mobile Network Design Engineer and Radio 

Network Designer. 

Customer Project Manager 
• As a Project manager you will plan and run implementa

tion projects. You will be responsible for planning, follow up 

and finishing all activities to fulfill the contracted budget in 

accordance with the customer and our own expectations. 

The project management will include relations with many 

internal and external subcontractors. 

You should posses qualifications that make it easy for you 

to motivate, inspire and guide the project team members. 

You are an experienced and recognized leader as well as an 

active member of the project team and a 5-year experience 

in managing mobile system projects. 

Radio Network Designer 
• As an RND Engineer at ESA you will be working with 

nominal cell plans, radio coverage predictions, frequency 

planning, site surveys, site nominations, RF measurements, 

BSS parameter settings and initial tuning. We want you to 

have minimum 3 years of relevant experience. 

Mobile Network Design 
Engineer 
• You have the knowledge of input and output data for a 

mobile network design department, features in different re

leases and their connection and impact on HW in different 

nodes, how to interpreted RFQ's. You also have experience 

from computer based tool and measurement instruments in 

this area and a good sense of customer orientation. 

Relevant to all positions: You will be based in Johannes

burg South Africa, and the assignment is for 6 months to 

start with. After a successful full time period the assignment 

could be extended. We are looking for persons that are inde

pendent, self-motivated with strong communication skills. 

You should have a university degree, preferably a MSc, fluen

cy in written and spoken English and extensive experience 

from international assignments of this type. We would like to 

receive your application not later than last of October 1999. 

Contact: Jaan Wamhoff, +27 83 212 3007, +27 83 212 

4552, jaan.warnhoff@etx.ericsson.se, Mats Storsten, +46 8 

757 39 05, mats.storsten® era.ericsson.se. Application: Er

icsson South Africa (Pty) Ltd (ESA), Ericsson Radio Systems 

AB, KI/ERA/LI/HA Lise-Lotte Ramneby, 164 80 Stockholm, 

lise-lotte.ramneby@era.ericsson.se. 
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messaging over IP 

The Ericsson's Messaging-over-IP solution handles everything from voice mail to e-mail to Unified Messaging. It's built just like the 

Internet, and it's as scalable, with IP transmission between independent message nodes distributed across the core network. 

Never miss 
another opportunity. 

There's an intr iguing paradox in today's mobile communications: 

Network operators are making more money when their sub

scribers don't hook up. 

That's because some 7 0 % of all calls don't really need real

t ime communication. Instead, callers leave messages — each of which 

soon generates another two or three calls in the network. 

W i t h Messaging-over-IP from Ericsson, operators can take ' the 

messaging paradox' to the next level — in the age of the Internet. 

Users can finally satisfy all their messaging needs, whether 

e-mail, fax mail, voice mail or unified, through one service provider. 

And access it from any phone or computer anywhere. The hot, new 

WAP interface makes it easy and fun to use while on the move. 

So even when their calls don' t go through, users aren't missing 

a single beat. Are you getting the whole message? 

www.ericsson.se/messag i ng ERICSSON 5 
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The ventilation system hums sleepily along. The air is heavy 

with tired thoughts, dreams of vacation and secret fantasies 

about the colleague two floors below who you only see in the 

elevator on Thursdays. Yes. sometimes people find themselves 

in meetings without any real direction. You don't know why 

you've been called in, and have no idea how much longer you 

have to suffer. One thing is certain, however, you've heard 

everything that's being said before. 

The solution for 
boring meetings 
W hen phrases such as win-

win, synergies, and 
proactive employees 

given an opportunity to grow, start 
flying around an anxiety-saturated 
room, Contact has the perfect way to 
pass the time - play Meeting Bingo. 

Meeting Bingo is spreading 
faster than the Melissa computer 
virus in the office world. It is ex
tremely easy to play - you simply 
check off items on your bingo card 
(cut out the card on the right and 
glue it onto a piece of thick card
board) and shout "Bingo" when 
you get five in a row either horizon
tally, vertically or diagonally. 

A few players share some of their 
experiences in playing Meeting 
Bingo. 

"I had only been in the meeting 
for five minutes before I was able to 
shout 'bingo'!" 

"People even listen to mumblers, 
thanks to Meeting Bingo." 

"I've noticed a dramatic increase 
in my ability to concentrate in 
meetings, thanks to Meeting Bin
go-" 

"Our facilitator was forced to ad
mit its value when we all shouted 
'bingo' for a third time. He thought 
the game had raised the quality of 
the meeting to true Best Practice 
levels through ad hoc implementa
tion." 

Patrik Linden 
patrik.linden@lme.ericsson.se 

Five completed rows makes Bingo. The prize: a certain amount of suffering. 
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Empty rhetoric builds spirit 
> A simple question: Why do people talk 
in ways that make it impossible to under
stand them? 

Eva Mårtensson and Catrin Johansson, 
linguists and teachers at the Department of 
Media and Communications Studies at the 
University College in Sundsvall, Sweden 
are more or less in agreement as to what 
function this kind of language fulfills. 

It's all about generating understanding 
on several levels. To begin with, group lan
guage signifies belonging. Moreover, it is 
easy for everybody to rally around things 
that are flexible in their meaning. It is, for 
example, not difficult to support a compa
ny that plans to give its employees the op

portunity to grow. The use of language can 
also signify the very human quest for pres
tige, to show that one comprehends diffi
cult words. 

Language can also be an instrument 
used to create scope for negotiation or to 
make sure there is no scope for negotiation 
at all. New, empty phrases are constantly 
appearing. 

"When reality catches up with words, 
one must find new ones if nothing is 
changed in practice," says Eva Mårtensson. 

Catrin Johansson sees two dangers in re
lying too much on this sort of language. 
The first, most obvious one is that the po
sition of the Swedish language risks being 

degraded, since English is the dominant 
business language. The other is that, at 
higher levels, one runs the risk of agreeing 
upon very general goals or mission state
ments, even though there are crystal clear 
ideas behind them. When these sorts of ab
stract documents filter down through an 
organization, employees generally ignore 
them since they doesn't mean much or 
they say things that have been heard before 
in different forms. 

As Swedish poet Esaias Tegnér wrote: 
"That which is murkily spoken is murkily 
thought." 

Patrik Linden 

UPCOMING 

10-17 October: Telecom99 + lnteractive99 in Geneva, 
Switzerland. International Telecom Union's exhibition 
returning for its fourth year. 

2-3 November: GPRS Operators' Forum: Deploying 
GPRS Services, Rome, Italy. 

15-18 November: WAP Congress, Barcelona, Spain. 

UPDATES 

September 14: Ericsson signed a contract with Thai 
operator AIS for the expansion of a GSM network. The 
contract is valued at slightly more than USD 55 million. 

September 22: Ericsson unveiled the R320 WAP-
phone, the T28 WORLD phone and a completely new 
communications tool, the Chatboard, at an event in 
Hong Kong. 

September 22: Ericsson has launched a new product 
family for unified messaging. With the Messaging-over-
IP solution e-mails, fax, voice-mail and SMS can be 
sent and removed in a fixed or a mobile environment. 

I:H'JT,H ii I I 11 hi — — — • 
Torbjörn Ward has been named the head of the Digital 
Wireless Office Service product unit within the TDMA 
Systems business unit. Torbjörn Ward succeeds Rune 
lohansson who is moving to the CDMA business unit. 

Erik Oldmark has been appointed general manager 
for service product unit Competence Development 
within the business unit Ericsson Services. 

Lars Ander has been appointed director of Human 
Resources and Operational Development within the 
business unit Ericsson Business Consulting. 

Anders Torstensson is to become the head of the 
Europe, Africa and Middle East regions within the 
Consumer Products business segment. 
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An Extraordinary General Meeting of shareholders on 
September 9, 1997, approved a proposed convertible 
debenture program. The conversion period extends 
through May 30, 2003. For additional information, ac
cess the web site: http://inside.ericsson.se/convertibles 
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